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Abstract 

Taiwan’s Foreign Aid in Africa: An 

Efficient Instrument of Its Foreign Policy? 
 

CHEN CHIN PING 

International Cooperation  

Graduate School of International Studies  

Seoul National University 

 

Since the withdrawal of the Republic of China (ROC) government from Mainland 

China to Taiwan in 1949, the status of Taiwan has been constrained by the People’s 

Republic of China (PRC) in the international world. In order to consolidate political 

existence and build the national identity, Taiwan has managed to maintain the status quo 

as a sovereignty independent country. In this regard, the primary task is to establish 

official state-to-state relations to enhance its position on the international stage. Providing 

foreign aid is one of the approaches adopted in its foreign policy. The newly independent 

African countries after WWII played important roles during the two decades (1949~1971) 

of controversy over Chinese representation in the United Nations. For Taiwan, Africa 

offered an area of operation for its attempt to win the recognition of legitimacy in order to 

break out of the diplomatic isolation. Therefore, Taiwan started its African policy and 

launched the first aid program “Operation Vanguard” in 1961 to help African countries’ 

agriculture development. “Operation Vanguard” had positive impact on wining supports 

in the United Nations from African countries. Nevertheless, after Taiwan lost the 
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membership in the UN in 1971 and America switched official ties to China in 1979, 

Taiwan has struggled to break out of the diplomatic isolation in a more difficult situation.  

Taiwan has extensively used foreign aid in an attempt to consolidate its relations with 

allies and friends. Especially during 1990s, the great amount of financial aid to the 

developing countries was criticized as “dollar diplomacy” (i.e., funds for friends). The 

concern is that most of the Taiwan’s diplomatic partners are poor and weak, none of 

which are heavyweight players in the world politics. Moreover, Taiwan has lost the 

diplomatic allies year by year. Till 2014, there are only 22 countries have diplomatic ties 

with Taiwan. Therefore, whether providing foreign aid has had positive impact on 

Taiwan’s diplomatic status remains to be questioned.  

This paper will focus on the examination of features of Taiwan’s aid providing, and the 

relation between the diplomatic interests concern and foreign aid behaviors. The purpose 

of the research is to argue why Taiwan’s foreign aid policy has been utilized as an 

instrument to accomplish the foreign policy goals. Then, this thesis aims to find out what 

kind of limitations existed in this process and evaluate whether foreign aid is an efficient 

instrument of achieving the goal of foreign policy. 

 

Key Word: Foreign aid, Taiwan (ROC)’s Foreign policy, Taiwan (ROC)’s foreign aid 

policy, dollar diplomacy, Africa 
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I. Introduction 

i. Research Motivation 

On 15 November, 2013, Gambia announced that it will withdraw the official 

diplomatic recognition from Taiwan immediately. The news made Taiwanese government, 

as well as all Taiwanese surprised since Gambia had been a reliable ally in Africa for 18 

years. Taiwan has provided massive technical, agricultural assistance and sent overseas 

missions to Gambia since 1995, when two countries established the diplomatic relations, 

and some aid projects are still on the schedule. Taiwanese government later declared to 

terminate the official ties with Gambia four days after Gambia’s announcement of a 

broke-off of diplomatic relation, “because we could not accept the country’s exorbitant 

demands for aid”, according to Minister of Foreign Affairs David Lin (林永樂).
1
 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced all of the dispatched technical groups in Gambia 

are withdrawn and overseas missions are ceased immediately. According the former 

foreign minister of the Gambia, SidiSanneh, “Taiwan has been, undoubtedly, the most 

important diplomatic partner of Jammah (the president of the Gambia), not necessarily of 

the Gambia, and necessarily so because it was a dollar diplomatic relationship.”
2
Though 

the so-called unacceptable amount of aid is not unsure, the incident shows Taiwan has 

                                           

1Shih Hsiu-chuan, “Taiwan declares ties with the Gambia ‘terminated’”, Taipei Times, 19 November 2013 

2“Banjul-Taipei diplomatic rupture”, written by the former foreign minister of the Gambia, SidiSanneh in 

Taipei Times, 19 April 2013.http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/editorials/archives/2013/11/19/2003577191/1 
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made efforts to use foreign aid to maintain diplomatic ties while the limitation of aid 

exists. 

Since the victory of Communist Party in 1949, the position of Republic of China 

(ROC), Taiwan has been constrained by the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in the 

international world. The main point of Taiwan’s foreign policy is to maintain the status 

quo as a sovereignty independent country. Therefore, Taiwan has managed to establish 

official state-to-state relations to enhance its position on the international stage. Facing 

China’s economic and security challenges, Taiwan has to depend on strategic foreign 

policy design in order to ensure its survival. Taiwan has employed its economic strength 

to gain diplomatic recognition from other countries and foreign aid is one of instrument 

of promoting the relations with the allies.  

Taiwan (ROC)’s diplomatic stand has faced challenges since it was forced to withdraw 

from the United Nations in 1971, more and more countries have switched recognition 

from Taiwan to China and built diplomatic ties with China. In order to gain diplomatic 

allies, Taiwan has kept providing massive aid programs to developing countries. The 

government prioritizes the allocation of its limited resources based mainly on the need to 

maintain and strengthen relations with its diplomatic allies.
3
While due to the objective 

realities that China is more influential and has more powerful in world politics, Taiwan 

has had to be satisfied with maintaining official relations with small and weak countries 

only. 

                                           

3ROC’s White Paper on Foreign Policy,2009 
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ii. Research Question and Purpose 

Due to the uniqueness of Taiwan’s status, Taiwan’s foreign aid programs have been 

deployed based on the political consideration while the situation of recipients seldom be 

concerned. For donors, the political purposes of aid are usually hard to be accomplished 

because of China’s suppression on Taiwan’s international position. For the recipients, the 

aid effectiveness is also limited since for most of time, the aid programs are designed by 

the donor’s political goal rather than the recipients’ needs. Under this circumstance, 

Taiwan is in a predicament on foreign aid issue. Nowadays, the concept of foreign aid in 

the international world, or foreign economic assistance, has been emphasized on 

international development and cooperation rather than merely providing financial 

assistance. In this context, Taiwan’s foreign aid needs alternative way to catch up with 

international tide. Therefore, this paper aims to analyze why Taiwan’s foreign aid policy 

has limitation on achieving its foreign policy goal by examining external and internal 

factors. Due to the international reality that China (PRC) enjoyed more diplomatic 

recognition in the global community, Taiwan (ROC) has faced difficulties struggling for 

its legitimacy in the world. Thus, the priority of Taiwan’s foreign policy is to maintain as 

well as enhance its status in the international stage with confronting China’s political 

pressures. The paper points out two objectives of Taiwan’s foreign policy. The first one is 

to consolidate relations with its diplomatic allies as well as to strengthen substantive ties 

with countries with which it does not have diplomatic relations. The second one is to 

participate international organizations-the most significant goal is to regain the 

membership in the United Nations. The internal factor is the transition of foreign policies 
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in different time periods. The external factor is about diplomatic competition with China. 

The paper will focus on Taiwan’s practice of foreign aid programs in Africa from China’s 

one to examine the aid competition. The thesis argues that both these external and internal 

factors are interwoven to influence the formulation of Taiwan’s foreign aid programs. It 

also evaluates foreign policies in different time periods and illustrates how these policies 

influence Taiwan’s foreign aid programs in an attempt to find out the suggestion to the 

future foreign aid policy.  

II. Literature Review 

i. Conceptualization of Foreign Aid and Foreign Aid Motivation 

In general, foreign aid is defined as the transfer of money, good, and resources from 

one government to another.
4
Foreign economic aid is defined as bilateral official 

development assistance (ODA). (Morgenthau 1962)Official foreign aid includes private 

flows, grants, loans, and technical assistance, which should be non-commercial in form 

and concessionary. According to Hans Morgenthau, there are six types of foreign aid, 

including humanitarian foreign aid, subsistence foreign aid, military foreign aid, bribery, 

prestige foreign aid, and foreign aid for economic development.
5
The government task is 

to identify concrete situations with the appropriate type of foreign aid. Sometimes, 

different types of foreign aid are needed simultaneously and the ultimate goal is related to 

political concern. For example, prestige aid and bribes could be usually disguised as the 

                                           
4Hans Morgenthau, "A Political Theory of Foreign Aid," American Political Science Review 56, no. 02 

(1962). 

5 Ibid. 
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name of “economic development” and the donor may receive specific political 

advantages in return for the provision of aid.
6
 

Klaus Knorr indicated the use of foreign aid is one of major instrument for exercising 

national power internationally.
7
He mentioned three important uses of foreign economic 

and military aid to which donor states have frequently resorted: (1) to give support to a 

country or regime; (2) to achieve or preserve one-sided influence over the general posture 

of the recipient toward the donor or toward an international rival of the donor, or to 

reduce the influence of that rival; and (3) to compel the donor government to change or 

maintain a particular policy.
8
 

The issues of foreign aid distribution and its motivation has long been debated among 

political scientists and economists.
9
 Political scientists have argued that bilateral aid 

transactions are invariably motivated by political or diplomatic factors, while economists 

have tended to focus more upon the impact of foreign aid on recipient’s economy.
10

From 

the view of political scientists, for example, in “Aid to Africa”, Carol Lancaster mentions 

governments frequently wish to pursue “high diplomatic politics” with foreign aid by 

providing it in exchange for important foreign policy objectives, such as gaining 

                                           
6 Ibid. 

7Klaus Eugen Knorr, The Power of Nations : The Political Economy of International Relations(New York: 
Basic Books, 1975).p166. 

8 Ibid, p173. 

9Teh-chang Lin, "The Donor Versus the Recipient Approach : A Theoretical Exploration of Aid 

Distribution Patterns in Taipei and Beijing," ASIAN PERSPECTIVE 24, no. 2 (2000). 

10Ibid. p154. 
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diplomatic recognition, establishing military bases, obtaining a supportive vote in the 

United Nations, or bolstering a preferred regime through the economic and political 

support that aid brings.
11

 Foreign aid can be used for “low diplomatic politics,” in pursuit 

of less pressing but useful goals. For example, aid may be the entry price for maintaining 

a cordial relationship with a recipient government, particularly when other foreign 

governments are also providing aid.
12

 

Other approaches that attempt to analyze the dynamics of bilateral aid transactions are 

the donor approach and the recipient approach. According to The-chang Lin, the donor 

approach offers an explanation for bilateral aid transactions from donor’s perspective, the 

assumption being that the interaction between donor and recipient is always initiated by 

the donor who actively selected recipient countries in accordance with various 

considerations.
13

 Donors have their own motives for providing aid to the recipients while 

recipients become obligated to donors once they receive aid. Thus, donors have 

traditionally utilized foreign aid as a means of exerting some measure of influence upon 

their recipients.
14

Accordingly, the donor’s aid distribution patterns, like the selection of 

recipient countries and the aid contents, inevitably determined by its diverse foreign 

policy goal. So there is a positive relationship between foreign policy and foreign aid 

policy. As for the recipient approach, in contrast to the political motivation of the donor, 

                                           
11Carol Lancaster, Aid to Africa : So Much to Do, So Little Done(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999). 

12 Ibid. 

13The-chan Lin, op. cit., p155.  

14Ibid. 
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in most cases, economic factors may replace political factors as the recipient’s main 

determinant in deciding whether to accept aid programs.
15

Since the recipient countries 

consider receiving aid from economic perspectives, rather than donor’s political intention, 

they are more concerned that whether the aid programs meet their need for the 

development. Under the circumstance that there may be two politically antagonistic donor 

countries both competing for the recipient’s diplomatic support, even though the recipient 

are fully aware of the donors’ political intentions, when it comes to choose the donor, the 

recipient might ignore the political pressure and tend to take account which aid program 

is more beneficial than the other for its developmental needs.
16

 

ii. Theory of Foreign Policy- Neoclassical Realism 

Foreign policy theories seek to explain what states try to achieve in the external realm and 

when they try to achieve it. Beginning in the mid-1990s, some realists began to theorize 

how foreign policy (the dependent variable) was shaped by international power (the 

independent variable), but considerably pushed and pulled by domestic politics (the 

intervening variable).
17

 Therefore, neoclassical realism emerged. It argues that the scope 

and ambition of a country’s foreign policy is driven first and foremost by its place in the 

                                           

15Ibid, p158. 

16Ibid, p160. 

17Steven E Lobell, Norrin M Ripsman, and Jeffrey W Taliaferro, Neoclassical Realism, the State, and 

Foreign Policy(Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
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international system and specifically by its relative material power capabilities.
18

And the 

relative material of power establishes the basic parameters of a country’s foreign policy. 

Yet it contends that the impact of power capabilities on foreign policy is indirect and 

complex. Neoclassical realists assume that states respond to the uncertainties of 

international anarchy by seeking to control and shape their external environment. And in 

order to understand the ways states interpret and respond to their external environment, 

one must analyze how systemic pressures are translated through unit-level intervening 

variables such as decision-makers perceptions and the strength of a country’s state 

apparatus and its relation to the surrounding society.
19

 

Since the primary subject of all the major neoclassical realist works is the impact of 

relative power on foreign policy, it not only emphasizes the international structure, but 

also considers that international distribution of power is very important. Basically, there is 

no immediate or perfect transmission belt linking material capabilities to foreign policy 

behavior. Foreign policy choices are made by actual political leaders and elites, and so it 

is their perceptions of relative power that matter.
20

 Thus, when power analysis must 

examine the strength and structure of state relative to their societies, because these affect 

the proportion of national resources that can be allocated to foreign policy.
21

 Neoclassical 

                                           

18Gideon Rose, "Neoclassical Realism and Theories of Foreign Policy," World politics 51(1998). 

19Ibid. 

20Ibid. 

21Ibid. 
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realism therefore predicts that an increase in relative material power will lead eventually 

to corresponding expansion in the ambition and scope of country’s foreign policy 

activity- and that a decrease in such power will lead eventually to corresponding 

contraction.
22

 

The Causal Logic of Neoclassical Realism’s Foreign Policy Formation (By Gideon Rose) 

 

From Neoclassical realism’s point of view, the output of foreign policy is formulated by 

both internal domestic factors and external international structure. The internal factors are 

including leaders’ perceptions and domestic political situation. The external conditions 

and trends in the international system may not directly influence one country’s foreign 

policy formation. The foreign policy formation depends on the policy decision maker’s 

subjective assessment of objective material power capabilities. The political actors 

perceive their own abilities and other’s capabilities; such perceptions are translated into 

foreign policy.  

iii. Foreign Policy and Foreign Aid 

There are several researches about the relationship between foreign aid and foreign 

policy. According to Teh-chang Lin, foreign aid can be considered as the “output” or 

“performance” of foreign policy. He said, “Foreign aid may be used to improve our 

                                           

22Ibid. 

Systemic incentives 

(independent variable) 

Internal factors 

(intervening variables) 
Foreign policy 
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understanding in analyzing a country’s foreign policy. The main reason to utilize foreign 

aid for analysis is that aid data is concrete, easily observable and quantifiable, and thus 

can help explain and predict phenomena. Aid data not only can be controlled and 

identified as a useful indicator for foreign policy-making, but it can also provide firm 

evidence of nation’s foreign policy goals.”
23

 

The Relation between Foreign Policy and Foreign Aid  

 

In Lin’s paper “Foreign Aid: A Theoretical Framework for Analyzing Communist 

China’s Foreign Policy”, he uses three approaches to analyze foreign aid data.
24

 First is 

“contextual approach”, which assumes that the donor’s aid policy is guided by its foreign 

policy goal. In other words, the donor’s aid behavior is influenced by internal and 

external variables. By looking at these variables, donor’s foreign aid policy and variations 

in its aid-giving can be explained. Second one is aid “distribution approach”, which 

allows focus on donor’s global aid distribution. By investigating the donor’s aid 

distribution data on global level, not only can the pattern for donor’s aid be found, the 

foreign policy goal can also be examined and evaluated. The third approach is “dyadic 

approach.” This approach assumes that donor’s foreign aid policy is a reaction to another 

country’s foreign policy goal or political and economic needs. The merit of this approach 

                                           

23Teh-chang Lin, "Foreign Aid: A Theoretical Framework for Analyzing Communist Chian's Foreiegn 

Policy," Issues & studies 27, no.5(1991). 

24 Ibid. 

Foreign Policy 
Foreign Aid Policy 

Making 

The Performance of 

Foreign Policy's Goal 
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is its focus in the relationship between the donor and the recipient. Also, this approach is 

to explain why and how donor’s aid is affected by a competing country. Therefore, by 

utilizing a foreign aid framework, we can not only explain the different phases of one 

country’s foreign aid policy, but can also evaluate of its foreign policy and predict 

possible changes in the direction of foreign policy.  

To summarize, foreign aid distribution based on political scientists’ view is motivated 

from donor’s objectives of foreign policy, including political intention and diplomatic 

interests. And according to the idea framework of neoclassical realism, the foreign policy 

formation is shaped by policy decision maker’s perception on the relative power of 

international environment. That is, since foreign aid in an instrument of foreign policy’s 

accomplishment, the foreign aid policy making is also driven by internal and external 

factors. Therefore, the paper will apply this conception in an attempt to understand how 

foreign aid be deployed for foreign policy’s achievement and then make assessment on its 

efficiency.  

III. Research Framework 

The research question that arises when looking at Taiwan’s foreign aid practice is how 

foreign aid policy guides the foreign policy goal. The feature of Taiwan’s foreign aid has 

relation to its unique diplomatic status. In spite of being a vibrant democracy and having 

significant economic performance, Taiwan is struggling in the international community 

for its political entity. Therefore, as a relatively weak state facing China’s political 

pressures and security challenges, Taiwan must depend on careful strategic foreign policy 
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to ensure its survival and maximize its national interests. And providing foreign aid forms 

an important part of this.  

The paper’s argument is financial aid matter in Taiwan’s foreign policy initiatives. 

Based on this argument, this paper will seek to draw the reasons why Taiwan’s foreign aid 

policy is oriented by foreign policy, and then evaluate whether foreign aid is an efficient 

instrument for achieving foreign policy goal- focusing on the aid practice in Africa. 

i. Why Africa 

Africa is selected as the research area because it is a place where both of Taiwan and 

China has been involved deeply. The mushrooming of independent African countries in 

1960 provided good opportunities in terms of foreign policy- For Taiwan, the newly 

independent African countries and the PRC’s intensified diplomatic offensive in Africa 

had made Taiwan (ROC) attempt to break out of the diplomatic isolation by deploying 

African policy. For China, it is determined not to allow Taiwan international breathing 

space, for in its view such a raised profile would undermine its own legitimacy as the 

ruler of the Chinese people, and raised doubts regarding its unofficial claim to be the 

“leader” of the Third World.
25

 Thus, Africa has been a very important place of the 

diplomatic struggle for recognition between China and Taiwan for many decades. The 

enduring ethnic, economic, and political complexities in Africa offer both China and 

Taiwan opportunities to gain some political leverage. Given that poverty has been a 

                                           

25Liang-Tsai Wei, Peking Versus Taipei in Africa, 1960-1978(Taipei, Taiwan: Asia and World Institute, 

1982). 
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crucial issue for many African countries, receiving aid from other nations or international 

organizations is often priority of African countries’ concern. With this regards, both 

Taiwan and China has managed to provide economic assistance in order to courting 

African countries.  

Actually, the political controversy of the legitimacy of ROC or PRC is largely 

irrelevant to most African countries. Most African countries have limited interests in this 

issue; while Africans aware that they can make profit from the political competition in the 

cross-strait. So Africa has become the bargaining position which it takes advantage to 

obtain concessions from Taiwan and China. With this regard, the paper will check 

Taiwan’s foreign policy and its diplomatic initiatives with particular reference to the aid 

related activities in Africa.  

ii. Analytical Methodologies 

In order to analyze the relation between foreign aid policy making and foreign policy 

goals, this paper will apply two methodological approaches, which are applied to analyze 

the pattern of foreign aid practice that the government has made within the framework of 

the country’s foreign policy goal. First one is contextual approach. In this approach, 

foreign aid is identified as a dependent variable which as guided by the donor’s foreign 

policy goal.
26

 It emphasizes that both internal and external settings should be taken into 

account as relevant background. When it comes to analyze the aid giving behaviors, it is 

                                           

26Teh-chang Lin, "Framework for Analyzing Communixt China's Foreign Policy," Issues & studies (1991). 
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important to focus on the donor’s decision making process. The policy-makers must 

consider the nation’s position within the structure of external environment as well as the 

domestic climate, such as national interests and political and social situation. Since aid 

giving is a complex activity, donor’s aid behaviors reflect donor’s different foreign policy 

concerns. Thus, by applying contextual approach, the paper aims at analyzing the 

formulation of donor’s aid behavior and the relationship between the aid behavior and the 

foreign policy objectives.  

The second approaches donor approach. This approach focuses on analysis of donor’s 

aid distribution behavior. Donors have various motivation and consideration when select 

recipient countries. Foreign aid in this sense can be seen as reward or trade-off. The donor 

assumes that since aid package is committed to the recipient, the recipient government 

recognizes its obligation to reciprocate whenever the opportunity arises.
27

 Therefore, 

foreign aid is utilized as a means of exerting some influence upon their recipients by 

donors. Donors pursue certain foreign policy goals by providing foreign aid and expect a 

win-win situation for both donor and recipient countries. Thus, by applying donors 

approach, the paper is in an attempt to analyze the Taiwan’s aid distribution pattern in 

order to illustrate why it gave foreign aid to certain countries and what kind of political 

concern or other influence behind.  

iii. Analytical Framework 

                                           

27"The Donor Versus the Recipient Approach : A Theoretical Exploration of Aid Distribution Patterns in 

Taipei and Beijing." 
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Taiwan’s foreign policy in Africa and a history of the foreign aid implementation will 

be sketched out to provide the analysis background. Here two objectives of foreign policy 

will be examined separately in an attempt to analyze the foreign aid and foreign policy’s 

correlation. And in both parts, the factor of China’s aid behaviors will also be considered 

in the whole analytical process.  

In the first part, it is to focus on the first foreign policy goal- to break out the 

diplomatic isolation. The relations between the management of establishing official 

diplomatic relations and the foreign aid deployment will be examined. There will be two 

analytical time periods. The first one is in 1960s, when Taiwan started the implementation 

of foreign aid programs. Also, in the period of 1950s to 1960s, the Republic of China in 

Taiwan had faced the challenging of regime consolidation because of People Republic of 

China’s establishment. Thus, 1960s will be the first analysis period of this part. The 

second analytical time period is after late 1980s to 1990s. After President Lee Tung-Hui 

took office in 1988, there was a shift in Taiwan’s foreign policy that was a new emphasis 

on Taiwanese identity in the foreign relations. The concept of Taiwanese concept raised 

China’s awareness of the possibility of Taiwan’s independence. Therefore, the political 

tension between Taiwan and China had been increased during 1990s. Many African 

countries shifted the diplomatic relations between China and Taiwan several times. And 

Taiwan’s utilization of foreign aid to “bribe” those African countries was considered as 

“dollar diplomacy.” Since Africa was exactly the most intensive battleground to secure 

diplomatic ties for the diplomatic recognition, late 1980s to 1990s is chose to be the 

second analysis period. 
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In the second part, it will focus on the issue of the Taiwan (ROC)’s participation in the 

United Nations. The paper assumes that the aid giving behaviors had the purpose to win 

the African countries’ supports for Taiwan’s participation in the United Nations. Same as 

the first part, there are also two analytical time periods. The first analytical time period is 

set up in 1960s. Since 1960, there were numerous African countries independent. Africa 

soon became an arena for both Taiwan and China to engage intensive activities in order to 

achieve their political goals respectively. In this period of time, Taiwan had a very 

important goal, which was to maintain its seat in the United Nations in order to survive in 

the international community. Therefore, Taiwanese government initiated aid programs to 

African countries for winning the supports in the United Nations. From 1961 to 1971, the 

question of whether Chinese representation is an “important question” was voted annually. 

In other words, the voting purpose of the “important question” resolutions was simply to 

choose whether ROC or PRC had the legitimacy to represent “China.” The voting 

behaviors of those aid receiving African countries will be examined in an attempt to find 

out whether the aid providing had positive influence on pro-Taiwan voting by aid 

recipients. The second analytical time period is when Taiwan had launched “returning to 

the UN” campaign in 1990s. Taiwan has sought admission to the United Nations and 

proposals to that effect have been made consistently.
28

 Those African allies as aid 

recipients usually expressed supports for Taiwan’s bids for the United Nations. The aid 

                                           

28Eric Ting-Lun Huang, "Taiwan's Status in a Changing World: United Nations Representation and 

Membership for Taiwan," Ann. Surv. Int'l & Comp. L. 9(2003). 
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behaviors to African allies will be examined in an attempt to illustrate how Taiwan 

operated foreign aid for gaining participation in the United Nations.  

Finally, thorough the above analysis, both internal and external factors of foreign aid 

will be accessed in order to explain why and how Taiwan’s foreign aid utilized as an 

instrument of foreign policy. In conclusion, the main research question that whether 

Taiwan’s foreign aid is an efficient instrument of achieving its foreign policy will be 

answered for the evaluation on foreign policy and the direction of the foreign aid.  

IV. Taiwan’s Foreign Policy Priority-Diplomatic Recognition 

In this chapter, the relation between foreign aid and gaining diplomatic recognition will 

be analyzed. Two analytical time periods of the aid providing to Africa will be examined. 

The first one is from 1960s to early 1970s. And the second one is from late 1980s to early 

1990s. The purpose of this chapter is to examine the diplomatic and political concerns of 

Taiwan’s aid-giving to African countries, by looking at Taiwan’s foreign aid behaviors 

and the relations with African aid recipients allies. Also, China’s aid distribution in Africa 

will be examined in an attempt to find out whether Taiwan’s foreign aid behavior was 

influenced by China’s one.  

i. Taiwan’s Policy in Africa-1960s 

Taiwan started to engage to Africa in 1960s in response to two related phenomena- the 

mushrooming of independent African countries in 1960 and the China’s intensified 
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diplomatic offensive in Africa.
29

 The goals and the ideas that Taiwanese Government 

wanted to achieve was expressed by Yang His-kun, the former Director of the West Asian 

Department of ROC Foreign Ministry, on August 13, 1960:
30

 

“Politically, while nationalism is roaring over Africa and it is very vulnerable to the penetration 

of Communists, we offer our most painful experience form the aggression of international 

Communists and our most valuable experience in fighting them. We want to tell [Africans] about 

our experience so that our African friends escape what we have suffered. Economically, Taiwan in 

the past decade has advanced from a backward agriculture economy to an industrial society. Our 

achievements and experience provide a good example for the new African nations in their 

economic development. We would like to share this experience sincerely with African friends.”
31

 

From the above expression, the issues drove Taiwan’s concerns to Africa were its 

national interests and political ideology, which was offended by China. After the 

Nationalist Chinese (Kuomintang) established the government based in Taiwan in 1949, 

before 1971, when Taiwan (ROC) lost the representative seat in United Nations, there 

were three basic objectives of Taiwan government’s foreign policy: (1) Regime 

consolidation: Due to the Chinese Civil War’s failure, National Chinese were forced to 

retreat to Taiwan and lost the territory of mainland China. The prime mission of 

Kuomintang was to consolidate and preserve Republic of China in Taiwan, which is the 

                                           

29Wei, Peking Versus Taipei in Africa, 1960-1978. p290. 

30The West Asian Department was in charge of all African affairs at that time. 

31Translated by Wei Liang-Tsai from Yang His-kun, “我國對非洲外交政策” [ROC’s Foreign Policy to 

Africa], Chung-yang jih-pao, (August 14, 1960) 
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legitimate regime to represent Chinese people. (2) The membership retaining in the 

United Nations: In 1949, when Chinese Communists came to power, Taiwan (ROC)’s 

seat in the United Nations was threatened by PRC, which had started to acquire the only 

lawful representative of China in the United Nations. (3) Diplomatic relations 

establishment and preservation: this objective was related to the previous two. The 

purpose was to win supports and recognition from other countries. Basically, after 

Chinese Communist came to power in 1949, because of the unsettled nature of the issue 

that whether People Republic of China or Republic of China is legitimate, for Taiwan 

(ROC), the top priority of the foreign policy’s concern was to consolidate international 

legitimacy. Therefore, Taiwan has made effort to seek diplomatic recognition. 

Taiwan’s aid policy to Africa started in 1960. Though still being a recipient from the 

U.S. aid, Taiwan attended the U.S. Aid Training Program in 1954 to provide technical 

assistance to other Asian and African countries. Taiwanese government launched 

“Operation Vanguard” in 1961, which was the first aid program to assist African countries 

to develop their agriculture. The agriculture specialists and other technical teams were 

dispatched to various African countries to help their agriculture development. The 

scholarship was also provided to some African countries to send technicians to seminars 

in Taiwan for particular training. Under “Operation Vanguard,” special agricultural 

technical missions helped improve fruit and vegetable production in many newly 
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independent African countries.
32

“Operation Vanguard” strengthened the link and mutual 

understanding between Taiwan and African countries. The ROC-Africa Technical 

Cooperation Committee was established in 1962 to further expand the program. By the 

end of 1971, Taiwan had dispatched over one hundreds missions and about one thousands 

agricultural and technical specialists to the African countries. The aid originally 

concentrated on agricultural production; it was later expanded to fishery, handicrafts, 

veterinary care, sugar refining, and highway building.
33

 

Between 1961 and 1970, there were total 27 African countries had received aid and 

signed economic& technical agreements with Taiwanese government. Among these 

countries, Congo, Morocco and Tunisia these three countries only signed economic& 

technical agreements. Also, there were 23 African countries had received Taiwan’s 

agriculture demonstration teams, which were main parts of “Operation Vanguard.” In 

addition, Taiwanese government also dispatched other 16 non-agricultural technical 

missions to during 1962~ 1973 to ten African countries. (Table4-1) 

Table4-1: African Countries with Economic& Technical Agreements and Received 

Aid from Taiwan (ROC) During 1960~1970s (Total: 27) 
Country Established 

Diplomatic 

Relations (First 

Time) 

Aid 

Agreement 

(First 

Time) 

Aid Content 

Cameroon 1960 1962 Fishery Mission (1963) 

Agriculture Demonstration Team (1964) 

                                           

32Introduction history of the ICDF-Taiwan, 

http://www.icdf.org.tw/web_pub/20040517152649Introduction.pdf 

33Cheng Tuan Y, "Foreign Aid in Roc Diplomacy," Issues & studies 28(9)(1992). 
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Central 

African 

Republic 

1962 1964 Handcraft Mission (1964) 

Agriculture Demonstration Team (1968) 

Highway Engineering Mission (1970) 

Chad 1962 1964 Agriculture Demonstration Team(1965) 

Veterinary Mission (1967) 

Peanut Oil Plant Mission (1968) 

Congo 1960 1964  

Benin 1962 1963 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1963) 

Ethiopia No Diplomatic 

Relation 

1963 Veterinary Mission (1963) 

Gabon 1960 1963 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1963) 

Ghana No Diplomatic 

Relation 

1968 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1968) 

Niger 1963 1961 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1964) 

Farm Machinery Factory Mission (1973) 

Rwanda 1962 1963 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1964) 

Handcraft Mission (1964) 

Distillery Mission (1965) 

Sugar Refinery Mission (1968) 

Senegal 1960 1963 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1964) 

Sierra 

Leone 

1963 1964 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1964) 

Togo 1960 1964 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1965) 

Upper Volta 

(Burkina 

Faso) 

1961 1964 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1965) 

Botswana 1966 1968 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1968) 

Gambia 1968 1966 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1966) 

Ivory Coast 1963 1967 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1963) 

Seed Multiplication& Supply Center 

(1968) 

Handcraft Mission (1973) 

Lesotho 1966 1968 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1969) 

Liberia 1957 1965 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1961) 

Veterinary Mission (1972) 

Sugar Production Mission (1973) 

Libya 1959 1962 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1962) 

Madagascar 1960 1967 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1966) 

Bamboo Handcraft Mission (1969) 

Malawi 1966 1965 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1965) 

Mauritius No Diplomatic 

Relation 

1969 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1969) 

Morocco No Diplomatic 

Relation 

1967  

Swaziland 1968 1969 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1969) 

Handcraft Mission (1973) 

Tunisia No Diplomatic 1967  
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Relation 

Zaire 

(Democratic 

Republic of 

the Congo) 

1960 1964 Agriculture Demonstration Team (1966) 

According to the data in Table 4-1, it shows that among 27 African countries which 

received aid from Taiwan, there were only five countries, including Ethiopia, Ghana, 

Mauritius, Morocco and Tunisia which received the aid while having no diplomatic 

relations with Taiwan. The rest of 22 countries, except in cases of Niger, Gambia and 

Malawi, which signed the economic& technical agreements and received aid before 

establishing diplomatic relations with Taiwan, all of them accepted the aid after they 

established diplomatic relations with Taiwan. Moreover, the agriculture demonstration 

teams were almost dispatched to the countries which had diplomatic relations with 

Taiwan, except Ghana. In other words, from 1960 to early 1970, Taiwan had provided aid 

to 81% of Taiwan’s aid recipients in Africa had given their diplomatic recognition to ROC.  

With regard of the timing of aid-giving, in the most countries, the time span between 

the first time of aid-giving and the year of the establishment of diplomatic relations were 

pretty short. This finding indicates that there was a strong relationship between aid-

providing and establishment of diplomatic relations. However, whether aid-providing was 

out of the desire to establish the diplomatic relations cannot be sure, since except of three 

countries that received aid before the establishment of diplomatic relations, the aid of the 

rest of countries came after the establishment of diplomatic relations. While it can suggest 

that the aid behaviors came right after the establishment meant the intention to maintain 

the good relations with the allies. The intention had to do with the other foreign policy 
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goal which was the desire to win African countries supports for the ROC’s membership in 

the United Nations. This part will be introduced further in the next chapter.  

Taiwan’s agricultural and technical assistance to Africa in 1960s demonstrated the 

superiority of political consideration of aid program. It is worth asking why Taiwan was 

still a developing country, as well as an aid receiving country while put many efforts into 

bilateral foreign aid to Africa. The concern is the motivation of the aid initiation. The 

dominant factors of aid allocation to Africa was driven from the change of external 

environment, that is, the crisis of the regime consolidation due to the failure of Civil War 

stroke Taiwan’s status in the international community. Under this circumstance, Taiwan 

was to pursue its national interests by maintaining official ties in order to enhance the 

diplomatic recognition. The relative material power of China’s involvement into Africa 

was influential to Taiwan’s aid policy to Africa. Same as Taiwan, China started to involve 

in African affairs in 1960’s and China’s main goal in giving aid to African countries was 

also to win diplomatic recognition. China was not recognized as a world power. And 

because there are more nations in Africa than in any other region of the world and since 

most had no commitment to Taiwan, So China saw those new independent African 

countries as a good opportunity to increase its diplomatic ties. In order to get involved in 

the international affair, Mao employs the tool of economic aid to break out of the 

isolation imposed by Washington and Moscow.
34

 

                                           

34John Franklin Copper, China's Foreign Aid : An Instrument of Peking's Foreign Policy(Lexington: Heath, 

1976). 
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The beginning of the competition can be dated form 1955 Bandung Conference, when 

the Premier and Foreign Minister Zhou Enlai advocated “Five Principles of Peaceful 

Coexistence” as the principles to deal with the relations with Third World. This action 

showed China had a strong interest in Third World leadership. “Five Principles of 

Peaceful Coexistence” stress mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity, 

mutual non-aggression, non-interference in each other's internal affairs, equality and 

mutual benefit, and peaceful coexistence. China adopts these principles as the foundation 

to build the relation with African countries. China aggressively engaged in African affairs. 

During 1963-1964, Zhou En-lai visited ten independent African countries-Egypt, Algeria, 

Morocco, Tunisia, Ghana, Mali Guinea, the Sudan, Ethiopia, and Somalia, which began a 

new chapter in China-Africa relations. In Ghana, Zhou announced China’s “Eight 

Principles of Foreign Aid”
35

. Nowadays, Chinese leaders still point to these principles as 

                                           

351. China always bases itself on the principle of equality and mutual benefit in providing aid to other 

countries. It never regards such aid as a kind of unilateral alms but as something mutual. 2. In providing aid to 

other countries, China strictly respects the sovereignty of recipient countries, and never attaches any 

conditions or asks for any privileges. 3. China provides economic aid in the form of interest-free or low-

interest loans, and extends the time limit for the repayment when necessary so as to lighten the burden on 

recipient countries as far as possible. 4. In providing aid to other countries, the purpose of the Chinese 

government is not to make recipient countries dependent on China but to help them embark step by step on 

the road of self-reliance and independent economic development. 5. China does its best to help recipient 

countries complete projects which require less investment but yield quicker results, so that the latter may 

increase their income and accumulate capital. 6. China provides the best-quality equipment and materials 

manufactured by China at international market prices. If the equipment and materials provided by the Chinese 

government are not up to the agreed specifications and quality, the Chinese government undertakes to replace 

them or refund the payment. 7. In giving any particular technical assistance, the Chinese government will see 

to it that the personnel of the recipient country fully master the technology. 8. The experts dispatched by 

China to help in construction in recipient countries will have the same standard of living as the experts of the 

recipient country. The Chinese experts are not allowed to make any special demands or enjoy any special 

amenities. 
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the bedrock of their foreign policy and their aid strategy.
36

China declared their 

development cooperation aims were to help African countries build their productive 

capacity based on the concept of self-reliance and independent national economy, which 

were quiet welcomed by most of African countries since they wanted to eliminate the 

former West colonial power and achieve economic independence. During late 50’s to 

early 60’s, African countries received China’s foreign aid were all former colonies or 

were about to win independence. (See Table 4-2) Most of them built diplomatic relations 

with China and then started to receive China’s economic aid. Therefore, the aid to these 

countries was based on China’s political and diplomatic benefits.  

Table 4-2: China’s African Aid recipients in late 1950s~1960s 
Country Year of Diplomatic 

Relations Build 

Year of First Aid Aid Content 

Algeria 1962 1958 US$ 4.9 million grant 

Egypt 1956 1956 US$5 million grant 

Guinea 1959 1960 US$2.5 million 

interest-free loan 

Agreement on 

economic & technical 

cooperation 

Mali 1960 1961 US$19.4 million loan 

Morocco 1958 1960 Two aid agreements 

US$ 6.2 million grant 

Sudan 1959 1966 US$ 2 million grant for 

building a tourism 

hotel 

Somalia 1960 1963 US$ 3 million grant 

US$ 18.48 million 

interest –free loan 

Ghana 1960 1961 US$ 19.5 million 

interest-free loan 

Tanzania 1961 1964 US$ 0.5 million grants  

                                           

36Deborah Brautigam, The Dragon's Gift : The Real Story of China in Africa(Oxford [England] ; New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2009). 
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Kenya 1963 1964 US$ 2.8 million cash 

gift 

US$ 15 million 

interest-free loan 

Congo Republic 

(Brazzaville) 

1964 1964 US$ 5.6 million 

interest-free loan 

Central African 

Republic 

1964 1964 US$ 4 million loan 

Zambia 1964 1967 US$ 0.5 million grants 

 In spite of China’s aggressive involvement in Africa could be considered as one 

important factor which spurred Taiwan to put forth greater efforts to maintaining the 

diplomatic ties by foreign aid giving. If we examine the aid distributions in Africa by both 

countries, the aid recipients were in fact not really overlapped, except for Central African 

Republic. Moreover, the aid programs of Taiwan and China were quite different as well. 

Taiwan’s aid was based on agricultural and technical assistance, while China’s one was 

mainly provided in form of interest-free loans or grants. In other word, in 1960s, Taiwan 

and China actually had their own influential realms in Africa and the aid competition had 

not literally begun. With this regard, the relative material power of China’s involvement 

into Africa motivated Taiwan to initiate foreign aid to Africa, while the aid distribution of 

Taiwan was not affected by China’s impact. Based on this agreement, the assessment of 

Taiwan’s aid policy in 1960s makes two possible conclusions. First, there was strong 

relationship between aid-giving and diplomatic recognition while the aid-giving decision 

was driven from the change of external environment, that was, competition of legitimacy 

with China and recognition from world community. Second, the features of Taiwan’s aid 

program during this period was not financial assistance but agricultural or technical 
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assistance, especially agricultural demonstration team played an important role in 

Taiwan’s aid projects. 

ii. Diplomatic Competition between Taiwan (ROC) and China (PRC) in Africa After 

late 1980s to 1990s-“Dollar Diplomacy” 

Obtaining international legitimacy in the global community has been a very important 

factor of the cross-strait diplomatic competition. In 1949, Kuomintang was defeated in 

the Chinese Civil War then retreated to Taiwan. It resulted in two de facto states, 

the Republic of China (ROC) in Taiwan and the People's Republic of China(PRC) 

in mainland China, both claiming to be the legitimate government of China. Therefore, 

Taiwan and China have competed with each other for international legitimacy and 

recognition from world community. Before 1971, Taiwan had enjoyed diplomatic 

recognition by the majority of the rest of the world. In 1971, Taiwan (ROC) was forced to 

withdraw from the United Nations and China (PRC) replaced Taiwan’s seat as the 

legitimate China. Taiwan not only lost the permanent seat in the Security Council, but 

also its membership in the General Assembly.  The situation was totally shifted that 

China (PRC) became more influential on the international affairs. Facing this 

international reality, Taiwan has been sought political recognition from other states. 

Taiwan and China have provided foreign aid with strong consideration of diplomatic 

incentives. During the two decades (1949-1971) of controversy over Chinese 

representation in the United Nations, the number of African states in the United Nations 

increased from four to forty-one. Competition for African votes in UN General Assembly 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two_Chinas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taiwan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mainland_China
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thus became a major incentive for both the PRC and the ROC to take an active interest in 

African affairs.
37

Thus, Africa has been a very important place of the diplomatic struggle 

for recognition between China and Taiwan for many decades. Even though Taiwan has 

been in an attempt to maintain diplomatic relations for gaining the recognitions in the 

international world, in fact, most of African countries do not really concern with whom 

official diplomatic ties should be established. There were some African countries ceased 

the official diplomatic ties and resumed the ties again later. And the countries which 

ceased the diplomatic relations with Taiwan usually established the relations with China 

afterwards. In the other words, to African countries, there were certain economic or 

political benefits attractive to them to establish diplomatic relations with China or Taiwan.  

According to Table 4-3, it shows the fact that there were approximately two period of 

time that Taiwan lost the African diplomatic allies. The first period was after 1971 to the 

late 1980. After 1971, Due to the United Nations giving the legitimate China’s seat to 

Beijing government, PRC has obviously increased its status and more and more countries 

have recognized China instead of Taiwan. China’s seat on the Security Council (and the 

veto power that goes with it) is the ultimate trump card that China holds and continually 

exploits against Taiwan. Because of this, Taiwan has been unable to secure diplomatic 

recognition from economically strong or ambitious nations.
38

 And the second period was 

in the late 1990. The leadership shift influenced over foreign affairs in late 1980s. 

                                           

37Wei, Peking Versus Taipei in Africa, 1960-1978. 

38Ian Taylor, "Africa’s Place in the Diplomatic Competition between Beijing and Taipei," Issues & Studies 34, 

no. 3 (1998).Issues & Studies 34, no. 3 (1998) 
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President Lee Deng-Hui began to emphasize the “Taiwanese identity” in order to 

legitimate the ROC presence on Taiwan. Lee’s government deployed “Pragmatic 

Diplomacy.” On the one hand, Taiwan had promoted official ties with states willing to 

recognize Taiwan. Taiwan was limited in that those countries with extensive economic 

ties with China were not willing to jeopardize themselves by entering into official ties 

with Taiwan. On the other hand, to those countries had no official ties, Taiwan still had 

promoted unofficial links and worked hard to upgrade its ties. Under such circumstances, 

foreign aid has become an ideal means for Taiwan to reenter the international community 

by facilitate substantive relations with aid recipients.  

Table 4-3: Taiwan’s Official Diplomatic Relations with African Countries 
Year Diplomatic Relation 

Established 

Diplomatic Relation Ceased 

1956  Egypt 

1957 Liberia  

1959 Libya  

1960 Cameroon 

Togo 

Madagascar 

Republic of Congo 

Republic of Congo-Kinshasa 

(Democratic Republic of the 

Congo) 

Senegal 

Mauritania  

Mali Federation (dissolved) 

Gabon 

Mali 

1961 Upper Volta (Burkina Faso)  

1962 Dahomey (Benin) 

Chad 

Central African Republic 

Rwanda 

 

1963 Sierra Leone 

Niger 

Ivory Coast 

 

1964  Republic of Congo 

Central African Republic (First 
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time) 

Senegal (First time) 

Dahomey (Benin) (First time) 

1965  Mauritania  

1966 Dahomey (Benin) (Second time) 

Malawi 

Botswana 

Lesotho 

 

1968 The Gambia 

Central African Republic (Second 

time) 

Swaziland 

 

1969 Senegal (Second time)  

1971  Cameroon 

Sierra Leone 

1972  Senegal (Second time) 

Rwanda 

Togo 

Madagascar 

Chad (First time) 

1973  Dahomey (Benin) (Second time) 

Republic of Zaire (Democratic 

Republic of the Congo) 

Upper Volta (Burkina Faso) (First 

time) 

1974  Gabon 

Botswana 

Niger 

The Gambia (First time) 

1976 South Africa Central African Republic (Second 

time) 

1977  Liberia (First time) 

1978  Libya  

1983  Ivory Coast 

Lesotho 

1989 Liberia (Second time)  

1990 Guinea-Bissau 

Lesotho (Second time) 

 

1991 Central African Republic (Third 

time) 

 

1992 Niger (Second time)  

1994 Burkina Faso (Second time) Lesotho (Second time) 

1995 Gambia (Second time)  

1996 Senegal (Third time) Niger (Second time) 

1997 São Tomé and Príncipe 

Chad (Second time) 

 

1998  South Africa 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guinea-Bissau
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Central African Republic (Third 

time) 

Guinea-Bissau 

2003  Liberia (Second time) 

2005  Senegal (Third time) 

2006  Chad (Second time) 

2008  Malawi 

2013  The Gambia (Second time) 

Source: Foreign relations of Taiwan, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_relations_of_Taiwan 

Taiwan keeps seeking to raise its international profile. In order to better cope with the 

intense diplomatic rivalry across the Taiwan Strait, the government focused on expanding 

its foreign relations by enhancing its foreign aid programs. The Taiwanese government 

merged the ROC-Africa Technical Cooperation Committee with MOFA’s Committee of 

International Technical Cooperation. The new entity, the Overseas Technical Cooperation 

Committee (OTCC), was tasked with organizing and managing Taiwan's agricultural and 

fisheries missions in friendly developing nations.
39

In 1988, International Economic 

Cooperation and Development Fund (IECDF) was established with the aim of assisting 

the developing countries. It also increased its cash grants, development loans, and 

technical assistance to a number of friendly countries. In 1996, the International 

Cooperation and Development Fund (ICDF) was established and subsequently 

incorporated the operations of the OTCC and the IECDF. Currently, the ICDF is entrusted 

by MOFA with such aid operations as technical and medical missions, and international 

human resource development. In addition to making related investments and providing 

loans, it offers technical assistance, hosts overseas volunteer programs, offers 

                                           

39ROC’s White paper on foreign aid policy, 2009 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guinea-Bissau
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humanitarian aid, and organizes international workshops and sponsors scholarships. The 

ICDF has now become a key driver behind MOFA’s efforts to promote aid and 

cooperative programs, and to improve Taiwan’s foreign relations.
40

 The main motive of 

the foreign aid efforts has been quite clear; that is, to strength the diplomatic ties and 

expand foreign relations.
41

 In the end of 1980s, pragmatism had taken the lead in 

Taiwan’s foreign policy and foreign aid became an indispensable tool to achieve its 

foreign policy objectives. 

“Dollar Diplomacy” and Africa 

“Dollar diplomacy” means the process of deploying financial power to coax or force 

other countries for political, ideological or diplomatic reward. Dollar diplomacy was a 

strategy Taiwan used to “bribe” the countries to enter the official diplomatic relations 

with Taiwan rather than with China. Taiwan suffered a major diplomatic setback in 1971 

when lost the membership in the United Nations. Since then, many countries and 

international organizations have followed the UN’s lead and switched recognition from 

Taiwan to China.
42

 The international status of Taiwan was further declined in 1979, when 

the US ceased the diplomatic relations with Taiwan. Under the difficult circumstances, 

the Taiwanese government began to seek more flexible and pragmatic approach to foreign 

relations from the 1980s. Without the international support from the United States, 

                                           

40Ibid. 

41Tuan Y, Cheng. "Foreign Aid in Roc Diplomacy." Issues & studies 28(9) (1992). 

42Ibid. 
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foreign aid was not considered as supplementary means of strengthening diplomatic ties 

but a major instrument in the pursuit of foreign relations interests. 

  “Dollar diplomacy” was stemmed from the background of President Lee Teng-Hui’s 

“Pragmatic Diplomacy.” Under President Lee’s administration beginning in 1988, he 

initiated Pragmatic Diplomacy in an attempt to break through China’s ever-tightening 

squeeze on Taipei in foreign relations. Taiwan has become a significant role in the 

international economy while suffered political isolation due to China’s pressure. Thus, the 

successful economic performance reinforced Taiwan’s interest in using its economic 

strength to reduce its diplomatic isolation.
43

 

The attempt to avoid political barriers by adopting a pragmatic policy based on 

economic forces was addressed various comments. Critic casted doubt on the 

effectiveness of economic-oriented “dollar diplomacy.” The dollar diplomacy was 

controversial because the expense on the efforts for maintaining diplomatic needs was not 

only huge but also not transparent. Under the guidance of pragmatic diplomacy, “dollar 

diplomacy” seems made some efforts to help Taiwan win some allies in Africa. From 

1989 to 1997, there were ten African countries established diplomatic relations with 

Taiwan and most of them were once ceased the ties and resumed the relations again 

during 1990s.
44

 These countries, however, basically had shifted supports between Taiwan 

                                           

43Ibid. 

44 The countries of first time diplomatic relations establishment: Guinea Bissau (1990) and São Tomé and 

Príncipe (1997). There were six countries resumed the diplomatic ties second time, including Liberia (1989), 

Lesotho (1990), Niger (1992), Burkina Faso (1994), Gambia (1995), and Chad (1997). Lesotho ceased the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C3%A3o_Tom%C3%A9_and_Pr%C3%ADncipe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C3%A3o_Tom%C3%A9_and_Pr%C3%ADncipe
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and China. This situation suggests that the diplomatic competition was relatively fierce 

during this period of time. Here we also assume that there is a positive correlation 

between Taiwan’s aid-giving and its diplomatic recognition. While China’s aid-giving 

might be another important factor which influenced the effectiveness of Taiwan’s “dollar 

diplomacy.”  

Africa provided the most opportunities for dollar policy to be conducted since many of 

the nations were underdevelopment. Many African countries skillfully took advantage of 

the diplomatic competition because they can benefit vital resource of economic assistance 

and aid from both sides. The countries that had switched diplomatic recognitions 

frequently indicated the financial aid had something to do with the political rewards. 

Table 4-4 lists the countries which established diplomatic ties with Taiwan again during 

1989~1990s, while all later switched back their diplomatic recognition to China. Here the 

cases of Niger, Liberia and Gambia will be introduced in an attempt to understand dollar 

diplomacy’s deployment. 

Table 4-4: African Countries Switched the Diplomatic Recognitions between Taiwan 

and China  

Country Date Country Date 

Liberia 1977: recognized China 

Oct 1989: recognized Taiwan 

Aug. 1993: maintain 

diplomatic relations with both 

Taiwan and China  

1997: recognized Taiwan 

2003: recognized China 

Lesotho  1983: recognized China 

April 1990: recognized Taiwan 

Jan. 1994: recognized China 

                                                                                                                    

relations again in 1994 and Niger also ceased the relations in 1996. Central African Republic and Senegal 

established the diplomatic relations third time respectively in 1991 and 1996.  
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Guinea -

Bissau 

1974: recognized China 

May 1990: recognized 

Taiwan 

April 1998: recognized China 

Central 

African 

Republic 

1976: recognized China 

July 1991: recognized Taiwan 

Jan. 1998: recognized China 

Niger 1974: recognized China 

July 1992: recognized 

Taiwan 

Aug. 1996: recognized China 

Senegal 1971: recognized China 

Jan. 1996: recognized Taiwan 

Oct. 2005: recognized China 

Gambia 1974: recognized China 

July 1995: recognized 

Taiwan 

Nov. 2013: severed 

diplomatic relation with 

Taiwan  

Chad 1972: recognized China 

Aug. 1997: recognized Taiwan 

Aug 2006: recognized China 

Note: Source from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_relations_of_Taiwan 

Niger 

Niger initially agreed to establish diplomatic relations with Taiwan in June 1992. 

Taiwan immediately began funding medical and agricultural programs and assisted in 

developing the country’s uranium deposit.
45

 In the next year, Taiwan committed to 

provide US$20 million dollars loan to help Niger for the residential construction.
46

 

However, in 1996, Niger switched the diplomatic recognition back to China. China 

immediately signed an agreement on economic and technical cooperation as well as an 

agreement on dispatching the medical team to Niger. Also, China agreed to prolong four 

payments of the loan provided to the Niger government before.
47

 After Niger announced 

to establish the diplomatic relations with China, the MOFA of Taiwan discontinued the 

                                           

45Taylor, "Africa’s Place in the Diplomatic Competition between Beijing and Taipei." P133. 

46林德昌, 海峽兩岸援外政策之比較研究. 成文, 1999 

47Ibid. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_relations_of_Taiwan
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residential construction loan committed in 1992. The incident indicates this aid operation 

purely out of diplomatic consideration.  

Liberia 

Liberia resumed the diplomatic relations with Taiwan in 1989 and in 1997. Taiwan 

provided fifteen thousand tons of rice in 1988-1989 to Liberia to relieve it food shortage. 

After Liberia decided to normalize the relations with Taiwan in 1989, it received US$212 

million loans for highway projects and education from Taiwanese government in the same 

year.
48

 During 1990~1991, Taiwan totally provided US$2.8 million’s humanitarian 

assistance, and the agricultural technical groups and medical groups were also dispatched 

to Liberia from 1990 to 1992.
49

 

  While in 1993, Amos Sawyer’s provisional government announced to resume Liberia’s 

diplomatic relations with China and opened an embassy in Monrovia. At the same time, 

the other leader, Charles Taylor was pro-Taiwan side. The chaos of domestic political 

situation made Liberia being one of the few nations with established diplomatic ties to 

both China (PRC) and Taiwan (ROC). This situation facilitated the diplomatic 

competition between Taiwan and China. China aggressively courted Liberia by generous 

aid. After the establishment of diplomatic relations with China, Liberia received China’s 

commitment of US$200 million grant for the construction of a stadium and health 

                                           

48Wei-Chin Lee, “Taiwan’s Foreign Aid Policy”, Asian Affairs, an American Review; Spring 1993;20,1 

49林德昌, 海峽兩岸援外政策之比較研究. 成文, 1999. P398 
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building.
50

 Under this circumstance, Taiwan was influenced by China’s aid competition. 

For fear that Liberian officials would switch recognition to China. Taiwan started to flow 

the money to Liberia in order to maintain amicable relations.  

A very well-known example of Taiwan’s deployment of dollar diplomacy was the one 

million dollar’s donation to Charles Taylors’s presidential election campaign in 1997. 

The intention of Taiwanese was pretty obvious that it made efforts to maintain the 

diplomatic ties as possible. According to the content of a summary from Charles Taylor 

at the Special court for Sierra Leone, Taylor further explained that the Taiwanese 

government provided him with two ambulances, which he donated to the Liberian 

government later. Part of the money received from the Taiwanese government was also 

used to establish the Charles Ghankay Taylor Educational and Humanitarian 

Foundation.
51

 The real utilization of the money was unknown, while the truth was that 

the financial aid for the Liberia’s election was with no doubt left much controversy. 

Critics said that Taiwan is a country being proud of its promotion on human rights and 

democracy, but it supported a notorious dictator for courting a diplomatic ally. Even 

though Taiwan won diplomatic recognition, the international image was hurt. In addition 

to the election donation, Taiwan also spent around US$ 1.5 million to rehabilitate 

facilities at Monrovia port, committing US$ 400,000 in navigational aid for the port, and 

provided US$ 2.8 million for five generators for the Liberian Electricity Corporation, as 

                                           

50Ibid. 

51http://www.ijmonitor.org/2009/12/charles-taylor-received-money-from-taiwan-and-libya-for-his-

presidential-campaign-he-says/ 
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well as spent about US$10 million toward reconditioning the international 

airport.
52

Certainly, these aids indicated how Taiwan used dollar diplomacy in exchange 

for diplomatic gains.  

In 2003, President Charles Taylor was forced to step down through the combined efforts 

of international community. In October 2003, Liberia’s government signed a Joint 

Declaration and a Memorandum of Understanding in which it once again recognized 

China. In order to prevent another Liberian defection to Taiwan, China involved the 

participation in UN mission in Liberia (UNMIL), which was a program of revival the 

country’s fragile social-economic structure. China’s position as a permanent member of 

the UN Security Council (UNSC) made it indispensable in helping to pass UN resolutions 

designed to promote a normalized socio-political environment in Liberia. China’s status 

as an emerging global power and its expanding level on development aid were exactly 

incentives to Liberia’s shifting of diplomatic recognition. 

Gambia 

Gambia became independent in 1965 and established diplomatic relation with Taiwan 

firstly in 1968. Till 2013, Gambia had established and severed the formal diplomatic ties 

with Taiwan twice and switched to China once. Taiwan had provided a large amount of 

aid to Gambia for the past decades, including agriculture, technical, medical, and 

financial one. Table 4-5 shows that China and Taiwan engaged in a fierce competition 

                                           

52Ian Taylor, "Taiwan's Foreign Policy and Africa: The Limitations of Dollar Diplomacy," Journal of 

Contemporary China 11, no. 30 (2002). P130. Original source from The News (Monrovia), ( 28 September 

2000) 
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with each side vying for Gambia with offers of developmental aid. From the content of 

aid providing by Taiwan and China, we can see how Taiwan use developmental aid as an 

instrument to pursuit the diplomatic recognition. 

Taiwanese government dispatched the first agriculture demonstration team and signed 

the technical cooperation agreement with Gambia in 1966. Taiwan and Gambia had very 

friendly relationship. In 1968, Taiwan extended the technical cooperation agreement and 

also expanded the agriculture demonstration team members. After the establishment of 

diplomatic relations between two countries on November 12 1968, the agreements were 

renewed and many new farm machines were also shipped to Gambia. In 1972, the 

president of Gambia visited Taipei for eight days. The relationship between Taiwan and 

Gambia was amicable till 1974, when Gambia suddenly announced to establish 

diplomatic relations with China on December 14. This abrupt news announced only three 

months after Taiwan had extended its technical cooperation agreement with Gambia. 

Taiwanese government therefore immediately severed relations with Gambia two weeks 

later and withdrew its farm technicians. And right after the establishment of diplomatic 

relations with China, Gambia signed an economic and technical cooperation with China 

in 1975. Different from the agriculture and technical assistance provided by Taiwanese 

government, the aid China gave to Gambia was focused on medical assistance and 

interest-free loans. For 21 years under the diplomatic relation with China, Gambia had 

received several loan agreements, medical groups, as well as agriculture equipment from 

China. China also helped Gambia to rebuild Independence Stadium, the Friendship 
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Hostel, health centers and other projects. And in this period of time, Taiwan had never 

provided any aid to Gambia.  

 

Table 4-5: Taiwan and China’s Aid Competition to Gambia (Official Record) 

China (PRC) Taiwan (ROC) 

1966  Agriculture Demonstration Team 

dispatched  

Agreement on technical cooperation 

1968  Official diplomatic relation 

established (First time) 
 

1970  Agreement on technical cooperation 

(exchange of notes) 

1972  Agreement on technical cooperation 

(exchange of notes) 

1974 Official diplomatic relation established 

(First time) 

Official diplomatic relation ceased 

(First time) 

1975 Agreement on economic & technical 

cooperation 

 

1977 Stadium rebuilding  

Athlete dormitory construction 

 

1981 Medical group dispatched  

1983 Medical group dispatched 

Loan agreements 

 

1987 Interest- free loan  

1988 Loan agreements  

1990   

1991 US$ 0.2 million agriculture equipment  

Loan agreements  

 

1992 Two office buildings  

1994 Loan agreements   

1995 Official diplomatic relation ceased (Second 

time) 

Official diplomatic relation 

established (Second time) 

1996  Agreement on agriculture &technical 

cooperation 

1997  Rice extension project 

1998  Technical assistance program 

US$ 396,800  

Credit program for women 

US$ 110,000 2-year loan 

Capacity building project 

(US$ 200,0000) 
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1999  Technical mission: 

1. Development of tidal irrigation  

2. Effect of fertilizer application on 

rice production 

Assistance of vocational education 

system reforming 

2000  Rice reclamation and extension 

program 

2001 

~2002 

2007 

 Cereal grains project (2002) 

Livestock development project (2002) 

Vegetable production improvement 

project (2001~2003) 

Paddy rice yield increase and 

agricultural machinery 

center project (2002~2007) 

Food processing technical assistance 

project (2002~2005) 

Medical assistance project (2003) 

Micro-financing and capacity building 

project US$1 million (2005)  

Technical assistance project to reduce 

digital divide (2005~2006) 

Aquaculture feasibility research 

project (2006)  

Taiwan youth overseas service 

(2001~2013 ) 

Taiwan overseas volunteers 

(2002~2012)  

2008 

~2012 

 Overseas missions (2008~2012) 

Banking and financing project 

(2008~2010) 

Lending and Investment Projects 

(2011) 

2013  Official diplomatic relation ceased 

(Second time) 

Source: Based on林德昌,海峽兩岸援外政策之比較研究, Appendix 1, p472-473. Annual Report 

from Taiwan ICDF (1997-2012) 

However, China’s aid to Gambia ended in 1995,a year after President Yahya Jammeh 

took power in a coup. Gambia switched the diplomatic recognition to Taiwan and 

resumed the diplomatic ties. According to Ian Taylor’s article “Africa’s Place in the 

Diplomatic Competition Between Beijing and Taipei,” there was a report on South China 

Moring Postin 1996 said that Gambia was rewarded by a US$35 million aid package 
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from Taiwanese government for Gambia’s abandonment of China.
53

 This was not a small 

amount since Taiwan’s annual GDP was only around US$45 million. This was an exact 

example that Taiwan was remarkably generous of using the aid and grants to “buy” allies. 

This aid package was embezzled by the President Jammeh. According to the latter 

reported on Taipei Times from the former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Gambia, Sidi 

Sannah, he disclosed the money was not utilized in the country’s development but 

actually went to Jammeh himself.  

“Initially, the financial aid was generalized to help the Armed Force Provisional Ruling Council 

(AFPRC), but the aid soon took a personal coloration that went straight into the hands of Jammeh 

for distribution as he saw fit. For instance, shortly after recognition of Taiwan (in 1995), the 

AFPRC received US$35 million in financial assistance, part of which went directly into the 

pockets of Jammeh, council members and a couple of civilians who facilitated the diplomatic 

switch of allegiance from the People’s Republic of China to Taiwan.”
54

 

After the resume of diplomatic relations with Taiwan in 1995, Gambia again started to 

receive the aid from Taiwanese government. The International Cooperation and 

Development Fund (Taiwan ICDF) poured massive foreign aid programs to Gambia, 

including agriculture and many kinds of technical projects, health programs, and 

infrastructure projects. (Table 5) While in addition to the official records of the aid 

                                           

53Taylor, Ian. "Africa’s Place in the Diplomatic Competition between Beijing and Taipei." Issues & Studies 
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54Banjul-Taipei diplomatic rupture, 19 Nov. 2013, Taipei Times 
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content, there were actually many other assistance which were not reported on the official 

information but disclosed by the media reports. The aid included military equipment. 

According to the report of The Daily Observer (Banjul )on August 2013, Taiwan donated 

four high speed patrol boats and four patrol vessels in 2009 to assist The Gambia Navy 

in their efforts to promote maritime security.
55

In the report, the Taiwanese ambassador 

Samuel Chen pointed that security should be the highest priority for any government to 

develop and ensure national stability and people's welfare, saying "no security means no 

economic development and stability." And in 2013, Taiwan donated three more patrol 

boats. According to the ministry, the vessels were meant to replace four Seagull-class 

craft that Taiwan gave to the Gambia in 2009.
56

 Another aid providing which was not on 

the official record but was disclosed directly by Taiwan’s President Ma Ying-Joeu through 

the local newspapers was the donation of US$3 million dollars to help the Gambia cope 

with a food crisis during the period of the president’s Africa visit in April, 2012.
57

 

According to the report, the President said “This (the donation) is the kind of money that 

ought to be spent,” and the donation was a humanitarian action that should not be 

considered a wasted of money. He also emphasized that the three main principles 

                                           

55Gambia: Taiwan Strengthens Gambia's Maritime Security - Donates Three More Patrol Boats, 26 August 
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regarding foreign aid, namely that the money should be spent decently, lawfully and 

efficiently. 

In fact, Taiwan’s generous aid to Gambia was not only problematic and also had no 

transparency. As the donor, Taiwanese government was indulgent to the recipient’s 

behaviors. There was another “tractor scandal” explored in 2000. Gambian president had 

claimed that he provided 39 tractors to the farmers, without telling the Gambian people 

that the tractors were actually provided from the Taiwanese government as part of an aid 

project.
58

 Gambian president Jammah’s corruption seems a public truth. Sidi Sannah, the 

former Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Gambia also mentioned how Jammah arranged 

the scholarship program provided from Taiwanese government: 

“The huge scholarship program is directly under Jammah’s control. He is the one who 

select the recipients; often without regard to the qualification and aptitude or 

competence…..Jammah personally selects scholarship recipients from a pool of 

supporters of his political party and from members of his Jola tribe.”
59

 

  Despite of Taiwan’s generous aid, Gambia still abruptly announced to sever the 

diplomatic relations with Taiwan in November 2013. The situation in Gambia suggests 

that Taiwan’s aid distribution and supervision was very unscrupulous. Gambia’s case is 

special. Not like the usual cases in other African countries that they switched the 
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diplomatic recognition to China immediately after they terminated the relations with 

Taiwan, Gambian government had not received any aid commitment from China.  

Conclusion on “Dollar Diplomacy” 

From the cases of dollar diplomacy, we can understand the motivation that inspired 

Taiwan to indulge in courting those weak and insignificant African countries was to break 

out of the China’s pressure on the islands diplomatic stranglehold. The official diplomatic 

ties and Taiwan’s aid distribution of the countries that shifted diplomatic recognition 

frequently between Taiwan and China indicates the aid distribution of Taiwan to Africa is 

affected by the competition for diplomatic recognition with China. Based on the theory of 

neoclassical realism, these systemic pressures from the external environment were 

translated through the decision maker’s perception and turned out to be the foreign policy. 

The diplomatic competition was driven from “One-China policy”, which means that 

countries seeking diplomatic relations with the People's Republic of China (PRC) must 

break official relations with the Taiwan (ROC) and vice versa. The pressures from the 

realpolitik of “One-China policy” drove Taiwanese policymakers aware of Taiwan’s 

marginalized international status. In order to break out this zero-sum game of diplomatic 

recognition, President Lee’s pragmatic diplomacy was deployed to anticipate Taiwan can 

be treated as a sovereignty-independent political entity. While this action reinforced 

China’s firm position which emphasizes Taiwan is an integral part of Chinese territory. 

Thus, facing diplomatic predicament, Taiwan eventually deployed dollar diplomacy to 

“bribe” the countries to win the diplomatic ties.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diplomatic_relations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China
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Even though dollar diplomacy effectiveness remains controversy, at the beginning, 

Taiwan had successfully regained a number of diplomatic ties. Nevertheless, the fact 

indicates that these countries eventually switched their diplomatic recognitions back to 

China. Another concern was giving foreign aid in exchange for the diplomatic gains from 

those political insignificant countries actually had no momentous meaning for the 

expansion of Taiwan’s international participation. In the result, dollar diplomacy did not 

only help Taiwan to remove its diplomatic obstacle, but also did not provide efficient 

assistance to the recipients because of the corruption in the recipients’ countries.  

V. Taiwan (ROC)’s Participation in United Nations-Africa’s Supports 

Since People’s Republic of China was established in 1949, the Republic of China on 

Taiwan (ROC) and Beijing’s People Republic of China (PRC) have competed for 

international legitimacy and recognition from world community. In order to enhance the 

international recognition in the global community, Taiwanese government has made 

efforts to participate in the United Nations. There were two important junctures of 

Taiwan’s engagements in the United Nations. The first one was during 1960still 1971 

when the question of “Representation of China in the United Nations” was raised. At this 

juncture, ROC’s seat had been threatened by PRC. Therefore, one of the top priorities of 

Taiwan’s foreign policy was to compete PRC and to maintain the membership in the 

United Nations. The second important juncture was in 1990s when Taiwan began its 

renewed UN campaign. After President Lee Teng-hui took over as president of Taiwan in 

the late 1980s, he pursued “pragmatic diplomacy,” in which one strategy was maintaining 
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Taiwan’s international existence through participation in various international and 

especially intergovernmental organizations. Thus, the UN participation alongside China 

eventually became a viable policy option. In April 1993, President Lee Teng-hui and 

Foreign Minister Frederick Chien formally announced that they would start working 

towards the United Nations membership.
60

 

This chapter will analyze African aid recipients’ supportive behaviors for Taiwan’s 

participation in the UN. For the first juncture, the voting behaviors of those African 

countries on Chinese representation issue from 1961 to 1971 will be analyzed. And as for 

the second juncture, the supports for the Taiwan’s join to UN of those African countries 

the who received aid from Taiwan will be focused to find out the relation between aid 

providing and the goal of returning to the United Nations. By looking at these aid 

recipients’ supports, we are able to explain how Taiwan’s aid giving is interacted with it 

foreign policy. 

i. African Voting on China Representation Issue During 1960s 

The United Nations had voted on the so-called “Representation of China in the United 

Nations” for twenty-two years. The Republic of China was one of the founding members 

                                           

60In 1992, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of China (Taiwan) published “Dui wai guan xi yu wai jiao 
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國之雙邊關係，提升我與無邦交國之實質關係，廣泛積極參與國際組織活動，尤其是盡速重返聯合國) 
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of the United Nations, as well as one of the five permanent members of the Security 

Council. While in 1949, The People Republic of China was established and it started to 

declare that the Kuomintang government, which were defeated and lost the most of 

territory of China, was no longer qualified to represent the Chinese people. Also at the 

same time, the Soviet Unions had begun its campaign for the admission of the Chinese 

Communist regime to the United Nations. With regard to the question of dual 

representation, either as a divided country or even a two-China or two-state (one China, 

one Taiwan) solution, was on the table during 1960s to 1970s.  

With the support of the United States, the ROC government had upheld its claim and 

retained the Chinese seat in the UN as well as its permanent seat in the UN Security 

Council for more than two more decades. From 1951, the Soviet Union proposed that the 

issue of Chinese representation should be included in the agenda of the General Assembly. 

The question was first raised in the Security Council and then in the General Assembly. 

Therefore, in order to examine the relation between foreign aid behavior and the goal of 

winning representative seat in the United Nations, we will look at the voting of those 

African countries who received aid from Taiwanese government. (Table 5-1) 

African abstentions in the 1960 vote were a major reason for the launching of 

“Operation Vanguard” to win African supports through the use of agriculture and 

technical aid.
61

In 1960, there were twenty-three countries abstained and fourteen of them 

were African members. The purpose was to encourage these countries to extend the 
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diplomatic recognition to the ROC and support its claims to the Chinese seat in the 

United Nations. The finding shows that “Operation Vanguard” had significant 

accomplishment. In 1961, there were only six African countries supported ROC’s seat in 

UN. However, in 1962, Taiwan’s claim to Chinese seat won fifteen African countries 

supports. (Table 3)There were eight countries, including Central Republic Africa, Chad, 

Ivory Coast, Congo, Benin, Niger, Upper Volta (Burkina Faso), and Zaire (Democratic 

Republic of the Congo), which had not voted for Taiwan in 1961, showed the supports in 

1962. The obvious increase of the African votes on the Chinese Representation issue 

indicates that the foreign aid programs indeed had some influence on the objective of 

foreign policy.  

Table 5-1: Voting on the Chinese Representation Issue by Taiwan’s Foreign Aid 

Recipients in Africa 

(1961~1971) 
Year 
 
Country 

1961 1962 1963 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 Taiwan’

s 

Diplom

atic 

Allies 

Cameroon T T T A A T T T A C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended 

in 

1971) 

Central 

African 

Republic 

A T T C T T T T A T Yes 

Chad A T T A A T T T T T Yes 

Congo A T T C C C C C C C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended 

in 

1964) 

Benin A T T Absence T T T T T T Yes 
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Ethiopia -- -- Absence C C C C C C C No 

Gabon T T T T T T T T T T Yes 

Ghana C C C C C A A C C C No 

Niger A T T T T T T T T T Yes 

Rwanda -- T T A T T T T T C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended 

in 

1972) 

Senegal T T T A C C A T A C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended 

in 

1972) 

Sierra 

Leone 

C C A C T T T T T C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended 

in 

1971) 

Togo A A T T T T T T T C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended 

in 

1972) 

Upper 

Volta 

(Burkina 

Faso) 

A T T T T T T T T T Yes 

Botswana -- -- -- -- A T T T A C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended 

in 

1974) 

Gambia -- -- -- T T T T T T T Yes 

Ivory 

Coast 

A T T T T T T T T T Yes 

Lesotho -- -- -- -- T T T T T T Yes 

Liberia T T T T T T T T T T Yes 

Libya T T T A T A A C C C Yes 

Madagasc

ar 

T T T T T T T T T T Yes 

Malawi -- -- -- T T T T T T T Yes 
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Mauritius -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- A No 

Morocco C C C C C C C C C C No 

Swaziland -- -- -- -- -- -- T T T T Yes 

Tunisia A C C A A A A A A A No 

Zaire 

(Democra

tic 

Republic 

of the 

Congo) 

A T T A T T T T T T Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended 

in 

1973) 

Code: T=Support for Taiwan  C=Support for China   A=Abstained 

      --=Not the UN’s Membership 

Table 5-2: Numbers of Aid Recipient African Countries Supported ROC on the 

China Issue in the United Nations (1961~1971) 

Year 1961 1962 1963 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 

Number 6 15 16 9 16 18 19 20 16 14 

 

According to the voting records on Table 5-1, among the 27 African countries which 

received Taiwan’s foreign aid from 1960 to 1971, there were 22 countries had diplomatic 

relations with Taiwan.
62

These countries gave the supports to Taiwan for the most of time. 

We can find out there were some countries firmly supported Taiwan all the time, and 

never voted for China or abstained. These countries were Gabon, Gambia, Lesotho, 

Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, and Swaziland. Table 4 is the aid contents of these 

countries.   

According to Table 5-3, those countries which voted for Taiwan consistently in every 

resolutions were received intensive aid programs during 1960s. The aid agreements 

interval wereat least less than every 2 to 3 years. Moreover, none of these countries were 

                                           

62These countries were: Cameroon, Chad, Central Africa Republic, Gabon, Madagascar, Libya, Senegal, 

Sierra Leon, Benin, Niger, Rwanda, Botswana, Upper Volta, Gambia, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Lesotho, Malawi, 

Swaziland, Zaire, Congo, and Togo. 
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aid recipients of China in this period. Thus, these countries had firmly supported Taiwan 

all the time. 

Table 5-3: The Aid Contents of the Countries Voted for Taiwan (ROC) Consistently 

Country Aid Agreement and Aid Contents in 1960s to early 1970s 

Gabon Agricultural development agreement (1963) 

Agricultural demonstration team (1963) 

Agricultural development protocol (1965) 

Agricultural technical agreement (1966/1969/1972) 

Sugar technical agreement (1973) 

Gambia Agricultural demonstration team (1966) 

Technical cooperation agreement (1966/1968) 

Technical cooperation agreement renewed and prolonged (1970) 

Technical cooperation agreement renewed and prolonged (1972) 

Lesotho Technical cooperation agreement (1968) 

Technical cooperation agreement renewed and expanded (1968) 

Agricultural demonstration team (1969) 

Technical cooperation agreement renewed and prolonged (1972) 

Liberia Agricultural demonstration team (1961) 

Technical cooperation agreement (1965) 

Agricultural technical agreement (1967/1970) 

Veterinary technical agreement (1973) 

Sugar production mission (1973) 

Madagascar Agricultural demonstration team (1966) 

Agricultural technical agreement (1968) 

Handicraft technical cooperation agreement (1968) 

Agricultural technical cooperation agreement renewed and 

prolonged (1969) 

Handicraft technical cooperation agreement renewed (1972) 

Malawi Agricultural demonstration team (1965) 

Technical cooperation agreement (1965) 
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Technical cooperation agreement-First protocol (1966) 

Technical cooperation agreement- Second protocol (1969)  

Technical cooperation agreement (1972) 

Technical cooperation agreement- Fourth protocol (1973) 

Swaziland Agricultural demonstration team (1969) 

Technical cooperation agreement (1969) 

Handicraft technical cooperation agreement & Handicraft mission 

(1973) 

Source: 林德昌,海峽兩岸援外政策之比較研究, Appendix 6, p635-640.Wei Liang-Tsai, Peking 

Versus Taipei in Africa 1960-1978, April 1982, p318 

There were other countries either switched the voting between China and Taiwan, 

abstained, or just voted to China. Those countries’ voting behaviors and aid receiving will 

be analyzed as follows. 

1. Countries never voted for China (PRC) but abstained- Chad, Benin, Niger, Upper 

Volta (Burkina Faso), Ivory Coast, Zaire (Democratic Republic of the Congo) 

Table 5-4: Voting on the Chinese Representation Issue by Taiwan’s Foreign Aid 

Recipients in Africa- 

Countries never voted for China but abstained 

 1961 1962 1963 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 Taiwan’

s 

Diplom

atic 

Allies 

Chad A T T A A T T T T T Yes 

Benin A T T Absen

ce 

T T T T T T Yes 

Upper 

Volta 

(Burkina 

Faso) 

A T T T T T T T T T Yes 

Niger A T T T T T T T T T Yes 

Ivory 

Coast 

A T T T T T T T T T Yes 

Swaziland -- -- -- -- -- -- T T T T Yes 

Zaire A T T A T T T T T T Yes 
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(Democrat

ic 

Republic 

of the 

Congo) 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended 

in 1973) 

Code: T=Support for Taiwan  C=Support for China   A=Abstained 

     --=Not the UN’s Membership 

Based on the voting record, we can find out there were several countries voted for 

Taiwan for the most of time while abstained in some year. (Table 5-4) In the case of Ivory 

Coast, even though it abstained in 1961’s voting, after signing the economic& technical 

agreement and establishing diplomatic relation with Taiwan in 1963, it voted for Taiwan 

from 1963 to 1971. Niger and Upper Volta (Burkina Faso) were in the similar cases. 

Taiwan and Niger signed the economic& technical agreement in 1961, and Upper Volta 

(Burkina Faso)’s one was in 1964, both countries also showed their supports for Taiwan 

in every voting from 1962 to 1971.  

Chad also abstained in 1961. But after establishing diplomatic relations with Taiwan in 

1962, Chad had voted for Taiwan in 1962 and 1963. Even though it abstained again 

during 1965 to 1966, after the agriculture technical agreement in 1964 and economic 

technical agreement in 1966 were signed, Chad had voted for Taiwan from 1967 to 1971.  

  Zaire (Democratic Republic of the Congo) abstained in 1961 and 1965. In 1964, Zaire 

signed a technical cooperation agreement with Taiwan. Taiwan than sent an eleven-

member agriculture team to Zaire in 1966 to work for two years to help develop rice 
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cultivation.
63

Zaire’s pro-Taiwan stand in the United Nations became more firmly from 

1966 after Taiwan began its agriculture aid.  

  Benin’s case here is special because it was absent in 1965. Benin established 

diplomatic relations with Taiwan in 1962 and signed an agreement on technical 

cooperation in 1963. The reason of Benin’s absence in 1965 might be that it severed the 

relations with Taiwan and switched to recognize China temporary in 1965. But after the 

resume of diplomatic relations with Taiwan in 1966, Benin all voted for Taiwan till 1971.  

  The cases above show that the timing of aid giving and the voting behaviors were 

pretty closed. These six countries showed their pro-Taiwan stands after certain aid 

agreements had been signed. It indicates Taiwan’s aid providing had influenced the aid 

recipients’ voting behaviors.  

2. Countries abstained and voted Taiwan in most Resolution while voted China in 1971- 

Cameroon, Rwanda, Togo, Botswana 

Table 5-5: Voting on the Chinese Representation Issue by Taiwan’s Foreign Aid 

Recipients in Africa- Countries abstained and voted Taiwan in most Resolution 

while voted China in 1971 

 1961 1962 1963 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 Taiwan’s 

Diploma

tic Allies 

Cameroon T T T A A T T T A C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended in 

1971) 

Rwanda -- T T A T T T T T C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

                                           

63Wei, Peking Versus Taipei in Africa, 1960-1978. P353 
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Ended in 

1972) 

Togo A A T T T T T T T C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended in 

1972) 

Botswana -- -- -- -- A T T T A C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended in 

1974) 

Code: T=Support for Taiwan  C=Support for China   A=Abstained 

     --=Not the UN’s Membership 

 Cameroon, Rwanda, Togo, and Botswana these four countries’ voting behaviors had one 

common that they had voted Taiwan before 1971 while in the 1971’s Resolution 2758 

changing their supports to China. (Table 5-5)Based on the assumption that the voting 

behavior was influenced by the aid, here the aid providing content from Taiwan and from 

China to these four countries will be examined respectively in order to find out the reason 

why they switched to vote China in 1971. 

Cameroon 

Firstly, in Cameroon’s case, it voted Taiwan while in 1965, 1966, and 1970’s resolutions 

it abstained. Cameroon established diplomatic relations with Taiwan in 1960 and signed 

economic and technical cooperation agreement as well as had the agriculture 

demonstration team dispatched from Taiwan in 1962. And during 1960’s, it had 

continuously received agriculture aid from Taiwan and even asked Taiwan to extend the 

agricultural teams staying. So in 1967, an expanded protocol on agricultural cooperation 

was signed between two countries. Thus, after abstained twice in 1965 and 1966, here we 

deduce that 1967’s protocol had influenced Cameroon to support Taiwan again from 1967 
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to 1970. However, China led a goodwill delegation that the ambassador visited Yaoundé, 

the capital of Cameroon, on March 1971. Cameroon then announced to establish 

diplomatic ties with China and China signed an agreement on trade and economic and 

technical cooperation with Cameroon. Also, China granted Cameroon an interest-free 

loan of US$75 million in 1972.
64

Since Cameroon switched to recognize China, Taiwan 

severed the relations with Cameroon and withdrew its agricultural teams on April 1971. 

China’s generous aid had successfully influenced on Cameroon’s voting. Cameroon 

eventually changed its pro-Taipei stand to pro-Beijing in 1971. 

Rwanda 

Rwanda’s case had similar pattern as Cameroon’s one. Rwanda became independent in 

1962 and established diplomatic relations with Taiwan in the same year. The Taiwanese 

started providing aid to Rwanda from 1963 with signing an agreement on agricultural 

technical cooperation which resulted in the dispatch of agricultural team in 1964. Rwanda 

also had continuously received aid from Taiwanese government, including handicraft 

technical cooperation pact in 1965 and the agreement had been renewed in a new pact in 

1966. Besides one abstention in 1965, Rwanda had voted for Taiwan on “Chinese 

representation issue” in all resolution until 1971, the first time voting for China, due to its 

foreign policy changed. Like the case of Cameroon, China officially established 

diplomatic relations with Rwanda with an economic and technical cooperation agreement 

signed in 1971. Rwanda then received a grant of an interest- free loan of US$22 million 

                                           

64Ibid. p142. From La Press de Cameroon, April 10, 1973, in ARB, EFT Series, 10 (1973), p2701; “Increase 

in Chinese Aid to Back Africa Noted,” p2. 
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in 1972.
65

 Taiwan therefore severed the relations with Rwanda and withdrew all the 

agricultural technicians in the same year.  

Togo 

  The third case is Togo. Even though Togo established diplomatic relations with Taiwan 

in 1960, Togo abstained twice in 1961 and in 1962 and first voting for Taiwan started in 

1963. In 1964, Taiwan and Togo signed a technical cooperation agreement on agriculture 

and Taiwan was to send nine experts to help Togo’s rice cultivation.
66

 Taiwan’s aid to 

Togo also was focused on agriculture and the agriculture cooperation agreement was 

renewed twice in 1968 and in 1969. However, Togo had maintained the diplomatic 

relations with Taiwan until 1971. Togo had voted for Taiwan from 1963 to 1970 while 

switched to vote for China in 1971. China’s aid also came after that Togo received US$45 

million interest-free loan in 1972 and established diplomatic relations with China in the 

same year. In repose, Taiwanese government severed the relations with Togo and 

withdrew all agriculture missions.  

Botswana 

Last one is Botswana’s case. Botswana had established diplomatic relations with 

Taiwan in 1966 and started to receive aid in 1968 with an agricultural demonstration team 

sent from Taiwan. Botswana’s Vice President once visited Taiwan and assured ROC 

leaders that Botswana would remain “firm in its policy of supporting the Republic of 

                                           

65Ibid. p179. From “Chin-chi tao-pao,”nos 1301-1302 (January 1, 1973), p16; “China’s Foreign Aid in 1972,” 

p2. 

66Ibid. p337. From “Togo Press”, August 13 1964, in ARB. EFT Series, I (1964), p140. 
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China’s rightful position in the United Nations.”
67

 Except for 1966’s and 1970’s 

abstention, Botswana supported for Taiwan during 1967 to 1969. However, the relations 

between Botswana and Taiwan gradually deteriorated after 1970. Following what 

Cameroon, Togo, and Rwanda did, all of them receiving agricultural aid from Taiwan, 

Botswana eventually switched the pro-Taiwan stand and to support China’s seat in the 

United Nations in 1971. Actually, Botswana signed a technical cooperation agreement in 

1972. But different from the three countries that received China’s aid right after the next 

year of the 1971’s resolution, Botswana established diplomatic relations with China in 

1975 and signed the first agreement on economic & technical cooperation in 1976. Since 

Botswana changed to recognize China, Taiwan severed the diplomatic ties as well as 

withdrew the agricultural demonstration team from Botswana in 1974. 

These four countries’ cases indicate that how China also utilized aid as an instrument to 

win African countries’ support in the Chinese representation issue. And different from the 

Taiwan’s aid content which was based on agricultural and technical support, China 

mainly provided aid in monetary form, which would successfully attract the originally 

pro-Taiwan countries to change their stands.  

3. Countries abstained and switched the supports between Taiwan and China- Senegal, 

Sierra Leone, Central African Republic, Congo, and Libya 

 

 

 

                                           

67Ibid. p281. From “Free China Weekly”, VIII, 22 (July 21 1968), p4.  
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Table 5-6: Voting on the Chinese Representation Issue by Taiwan’s Foreign Aid 

Recipients in Africa- Senegal, Sierra Leone, Central African Republic, Congo, and 

Libya 

 1961 1962 1963 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 Taiwan’s 

Diplomat

ic Allies 

Senegal T T T A C C A T A C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended in 

1972) 

Sierra 

Leone 

C C A C T T T T T C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended in 

1971) 

Congo A T T C C C C C C C Yes 

(Dip. 

Rel. 

Ended in 

1964)  

Central 

African 

Republi

c 

A T T C T T T T A T Yes 

Libya T T T A T A A C C C Yes 

Code: T=Support for Taiwan  C=Support for China   A=Abstained 

     --=Not the UN’s Membership 

Rather than standing on the one side all the time, there were certain countries switched 

their supports between Taiwan and China in the resolutions during 1960s. (Table 7) Not 

only did they change the diplomatic recognitions to either Taiwan or China, they also 

received aid from both Taiwan and China simultaneously in this period. In order to 

understand their change of voting, the aid receiving and the switch of the diplomatic 

recognition of Senegal, Sierra Leone, Central African Republic, Congo, and Libya will be 

examined as follow.  

Senegal 
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Senegal firstly established diplomatic relations with Taiwan in 1960, while it also 

granted recognition to China in 1961. In order to reinforce the relation with Senegal, 

Taiwan signed a technical cooperation agreement with Senegal in 1963 and sent the 

agricultural demonstration team in 1964. With the friendly relations with Taiwan, Senegal 

supported for Taiwan from 1961 to 1963. But Senegal broke the relations with Taiwan 

suddenly in 1964. Even though it did not establish relations with China afterwards, during 

the following resolution till 1971, it voted for China three times and only voted for 

Taiwan once in 1969’s resolution. Taiwan’s aid to Senegal did not finish with the broken 

diplomatic relations. Taiwanese government even enlarged the agriculture demonstration 

team and renewed its stay every two years after 1965.
68

 With Senegal’s supports for 

China in 1967 and in 1968, Taiwan still renewed the agreement on agricultural and 

technical cooperation. These efforts finally paid off in 1969 when Senegal resumed the 

diplomatic relations with Taiwan and also switched its supports from China to Taiwan in 

1969’s resolution. However, Senegal still chose China’s side in the final resolution in 

1971, Taiwan then severed the diplomatic relations with it in 1972. From Senegal’s case, 

we can understand the Taiwan’s aid providing was surged from the desire to win the 

supports on Chinese representation in the United Nations. 

Sierra Leon 

The second case is Sierra Leone which had been originally on China’s side and 

switched to Taiwan and again back to China. Sierra Leone established diplomatic 

                                           

68Ibid. p340. From “Economic Relations of Taipei, Peking, Africa,” p6; Yang Feng-tai, Nung chi-pan yen 

chiu,” p105. 
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relations with Taiwan in 1963 and started to receive aid from Taiwan in 1964 with an 

agreement on technical cooperation signed and the agricultural demonstration team sent. 

And in 1965, Taiwanese government further provided US$2 million in agriculture aid 

over the next five years.
69

The speaker of the Sierra Leone parliament once made an 

announcement during his visit to Taipei on October 18 1965, saying that “Sierra Leone 

will give 100 percent support to the Republic of China when the so-called Chinese 

representation problem comes up on the floor of the United Nations for debate.”
70

 

Therefore, from 1966’s resolution to 1970’s one, Sierra Leone showed it definite supports 

and all voted for Taiwan. However, the situation again when Sierra Leone switched to 

establish diplomatic relations with China in 1971 when two countries signed an economic 

and technical cooperation agreement and a trade and payments agreement. Also, Sierra 

Leone received an interest-free loan of US$30 million from Chinese government. This 

case shows Taiwan’s aid behaviors just had short-term effect for temporary support. 

Central African Republic (CAR) 

The third case is Central African Republic (CAR). Before CAR established formal 

diplomatic relations with Taiwan in 1962, it abstained in 1961’s resolution. Taiwan began 

the aid providing to CAR in 1964 with a technical cooperation agreement handicrafts 

signed and handicraft demonstration team sent to CAR. However, CAR established the 

diplomatic relations with China in the same year as well as signed a technical cooperation 

                                           

69Ibid. p349. From Free China Weekly, III, 23 (August 1, 1965), p1. 

70Ibid. p349. From Free China Weekly, IV, 9 (October 24, 1965), p4. 
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agreement. This made Taiwan cease the diplomatic relations with CAR and withdrew the 

handicraft demonstration team. China expanded aid providing in 1965. It had a 

commitment of US$ 4 million interest-free loan to CAR. This financial aid could cause 

CAR vote for China in the same year. However, CAR severed the diplomatic ties with 

China in 1966 and resumed the relations with Taiwan again as well as renewed the 

technical cooperation agreement in 1968. Therefore, CAR switched its supports back to 

Taiwan from 1968.  

Congo 

Congo established diplomatic ties with Taiwan in 1960 and this relation had just 

maintained for less than 4 years. Taiwan only signed an agreement on technical 

cooperation with Congo in 1964, not providing any agricultural aid which other countries 

received. Thus, Congo had only voted for Taiwan in 1962 and in 1963. And for the rest of 

time it all supported China. The relations between China and Congo had been developed 

from 1964, when China granted US$5.6 million to Congo for the economic development 

and signed an agreement on economic and technical cooperation.  

Libya 

  Libya’s case had similar pattern as Congo’s one that it had supported Taiwan and 

switched to China but never switched back to Taiwan again. Taiwan and Libya 

established diplomatic relations in 1959 and Taiwan signed an economic and technical 

agreement as well as sent the agricultural demonstration team to Libya in 1962. Libya’s 

voting behaviors did not show the obvious relations with aid providing. It had voted for 

Taiwan while changed the stand to vote for China from 1969. But actually not until 1977 
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did China provide any aid and have official ties with Libya. Taiwan’s agriculture 

demonstration team was withdrawn in 1969 due to the mission completed. And from that 

on Libya began to support China in the United Nations.  

The cases of the countries who switched their stands between Taiwan and China 

indicate that both Taiwan and China all used foreign aid as an instrument to influence the 

African countries regarding to the question of “Representation of China.” For China 

(PRC), the purpose of giving aid to certain countries which had already received aid from 

Taiwan was to replace the membership of the Taiwan (ROC) in the United Nations. As for 

Taiwan (ROC), the ultimate goal of aid providing in 1960s was to protect its 

representative position as the legitimacy one. From the aid competition between China 

and Taiwan, the intention of the diplomatic and political objectives of providing foreign 

aid was pretty obvious. Nevertheless, Taiwan’s aid efforts in Africa were somehow very 

limited comparing to China’s. Taiwan was shortage of fund and was only able to 

providing agricultural and technical aid in 1960s; while China’s aid program to Africa 

was relatively generous that it was based on financial resources providing like grants or 

interest-free loans during 1960s. From the voting behaviors of those who changed their 

supports from Taiwan to China, it means China’s generous aid programs were more 

attractive to the undeveloped Africa and Taiwan’s agricultural aid had limitations to win 

African countries supports.  
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4. Countries either abstained or never voted for Taiwan- Ethiopia, Ghana, Mauritius, 

Morocco, Tunisia 

Table 5-7: Voting on the Chinese Representation Issue by Taiwan’s Foreign Aid 

Recipients in Africa- Ethiopia, Ghana, Mauritius, Morocco, Tunisia 

 1961 1962 1963 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 Taiwan’s 

Diplomatic 

Allies 

Ethiopia -- -- Absence C C C C C C C No 

Ghana C C C C C A A C C C No 

Mauritius -- -- -- -- -- --    A No 

Morocco C C C C C C C C C C No 

Tunisia A C C A A A A A A A No 

Code: T=Support for Taiwan  C=Support for China   A=Abstained 

      --=Not the UN’s Membership 

These five countries, including Ethiopia, Ghana, Mauritius, Morocco, and Tunisia, 

were also aid recipients from Taiwan while never showed the supports for Taiwan in the 

United Nations. (Table 8) None of them were Taiwan’s official allies during 1960s and 

the scale of aid providing to these countries were relatively small comparing to other aid 

recipients in Africa.  

Ethiopia 

  Ethiopia had begun to receive agricultural aid from Taiwan since 1950s despite the lack 

of diplomatic relations. In 1963, Taiwanese government sent a veterinary mission to 

Ethiopia. During 1973 to 1970, Taiwan and Ethiopia consistently had maintained the 

relations of recipient and donor. An agreement on veterinary technical cooperation was 

signed in 1965 and was renewed in 1970. Another agreement on handicraft technical 

cooperation also was signed in 1966. Ethiopia also had not received aid from China till 

1970. In spite of being an aid recipient from Taiwan in early 1960s, Ethiopia had voted 

for China since 1965 and never voted for Taiwan. 
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Ghana 

Ghana established diplomatic relations with China in 1960 and began to receive aid from 

China since 1961. China and Ghana signed an agreement on economic and technical 

cooperation in 1961 with the commitment of US$19.6 million interest-free loan. China 

further granted US$22.4 million interest-free loan in 1964.
71

 While in 1966, Ghana 

announced to break the diplomatic relations with China, which might be one of the 

factors made Ghana abstain in 1967 and 1968. Then Taiwan’s aid to Ghana exactly began 

in 1968. Although Taiwan dispatched the agricultural demonstration team to Ghana in 

1968, it did not change Ghana’s pro-China stand.  

Morocco 

  Morocco had always been China’s side in every time’s resolution. Taiwan just signed 

one economic and technical agreement with Morocco in 1967, which is the only record of 

the aid to Morocco from Taiwan. China and Morocco has pretty closed relations since 

1958, when China established diplomatic ties with Morocco. So of course Morocco’s 

support for China in the United Nations was very definite.  

Mauritius 

  In 1969, Taiwan dispatched the agricultural demonstration team to Mauritius. This was 

the only aid program Taiwan provided to Mauritius. Like Morocco, Mauritius is also one 

of the pro-China African countries and has never built any official ties with Taiwan. 

                                           

71林德昌, 海峽兩岸援外政策之比較研究. 成文, 1999. P376 
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China began to employ the aid programs to Mauritius in 1972, after Mauritius voted for 

China in 1971’s final resolution.  

Tunisia 

Taiwan just signed one economic and technical agreement with Tunisia in 1967. In 

1961 to 1971’s resolutions, Tunisia voted for China twice in 1962 and in 1963, and 

abstained for the rest of times. Same as Mauritius’s case, China started aid providing to 

Tunisia in 1972. 

The cases of the countries never voted for Taiwan also indicates the strong relations 

between aid receiving and voting behavior. These countries did not have close aid 

relations with Taiwan so they never supported Taiwan in the United Nations.  

Conclusions of African Voting on Chinese Representation Issue in 1960s 

From the examination of the voting behaviors of aid recipients from Taiwan, the 

following conclusions can be drawn.  

1. Countries that consistently or regularly voted for Taiwan usually received 

intensive aid programs during 1960s and did not receive aid from China before 

1971.  

2. Since the year of aid receiving and the year of voting for Taiwan were pretty 

close, it indicates the initiate of Taiwan’s aid giving is for the desire of protect its 

position in the United Nations during 1960s.  
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3. The countries originally had supported for Taiwan while later switched to China 

were all received aid from China right after the 1971’s resolution. This fact 

indicates that there was the aid competition between Taiwan and China for their 

representation in the United Nations. Both of them utilized foreign aid as an 

instrument to achieve their political objectives. China’s had tried its utmost to 

court the Taiwan’s aid recipients by providing generous aid package as a means 

of rewarding the recipients for their supporting in the United Nations. In this aid 

competition, Taiwan’s aid behaviors were less influential comparing to China’s 

one. It suggests that China’s financial aid was more attractive and had more 

advantages in matching the economic needs of the African countries. This again 

illustrates that Taiwan’s foreign aid policy making was oriented by the foreign 

policy’s goal. And in this case, the scope of Taiwan’s foreign policy was 

obviously constrained by the relative material power from China.  

ii. Returning to the United Nations Campaign in 1990s 

Under the guidance of pragmatic diplomacy, Taiwan has promoted its campaign for 

returning the United Nations since 1990s. Taiwan initiated the first of its annual bids to 

reenter the United Nations in 1993. The UN bids of 1993-1995 focused on the 

“[c]onsideration of the exceptional situation of the Republic of China in Taiwan in the 

international context, based on the principle of universality and in accordance with the 

established model of parallel representation of divided countries at the United Nations.”
72
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Table 5-8: African Countries supported Taiwan’s Membership in the United 

Nations (1993~1996) 
Year of the United Nations Conference  African Countries Support Taiwan 

(Directly or indirectly) 

1993 Swaziland, Central African Republic, Guinea 

Bissau, Malawi, Ivory Coast, Niger 

1994 Swaziland, Central African Republic, Guinea 

Bissau, Malawi, Ivory Coast, Niger, Burkina 

Faso, Papua New Guinea 

1995 Swaziland, Central African Republic, Guinea 

Bissau, Malawi, Niger, Burkina Faso, Gambia 

1996 Swaziland, Central African Republic, Guinea 

Bissau, Malawi, Burkina Faso, Gambia, Papua 

New Guinea, Senegal 

Source: 林德昌, 海峽兩岸援外政策之比較研究. 成文, 1999. P382~400. 

The countries that supported Taiwan’s bid for reentry were all aid recipients from 

Taiwan. It is worthy to notice why certain countries that newly joined to support in 

certain years. In 1994, Burkina Faso and Papua New Guinea firstly showed the supports. 

Burkina Faso established diplomatic relations with Taiwan exactly in February 1994 and 

Taiwan immediately dispatched agricultural technical teams and medical teams to 

Burkina Faso in May. The aid successfully influenced Burkina Faso’s support. Papua 

New Guinea was a special case because it actually had no diplomatic relations. While 

from 1990, Taiwan had continually provided agricultural assistance to the country. Also, 

right before the 1994’s UN Conference, IECDF had signed a low-interest loan agreement 
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on assisting the country’s hydraulic construction project.
73

 So the aid again had positive 

impact on Taiwan’s bid for the United Nations.  

  Senegal firstly supported Taiwan’s reentry to the United Nations in 1996.The support 

behavior also came after the establishment of diplomatic relations and the aid receiving at 

the same year. Taiwan had signed the agricultural technical cooperation agreement and 

dispatched the agricultural demonstration team to Senegal in August 1996.  

  Burkina Faso was one of the country firstly participated the proposal of Taiwan’s bid to 

reenter the United Nations in 1994. After Burkina Faso reestablished diplomatic ties with 

Taiwan in February 1994, Taiwanese government sent medical team to Burkina Faso and 

stated to provide vocational education and training program. (See Table 5-9) And in 1992, 

Taiwan also donated US$ 100,000 to Burkina Faso’s drought as humanitarian aid. Taiwan 

has launched various aid programs to Burkina Faso and some the projects are long-term 

and still undergoing. From 1994 to 1996, Taiwan signed two technical cooperation 

agreements with Burkina Faso, and Burkina Faso also continuously proposed for 

Taiwan’s annual bids to rejoin the United Nations. The intensive aid-giving shows 

Burkina Faso is a very important ally to Taiwan.  

Table 5-9 Taiwan’s Foreign Aid to Burkina Faso (Since 1992) 

1992 US$ 100,000 drought donation 

1994 Official diplomatic relation established  

Vocational education and training program (US$ 200,000) 
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Medical Mission 

1995 Agricultural Technical Cooperation Agreement signed  

1996 Medical Technical Cooperation Agreement signed  

1997 Technical project: Dry land rice extension 

Micro landing program 

1998 US$ 2.5 million 25-year loan 

Rural Credit Project (~2013) 

Vocational training for small enterprises  

1999 Small scale vocational training centers set up 

Bagré Dam Land Development 

Rice and Vegetable Extension Project 

Medical mission: outpatient services and technical instruction at the 

Friendship Hospital provided  

Rural Credit Project US$2.5 million-25year 

Garment factory investment project 

2000 Rice extension project 

2001 Bagre Right Bank farmland development project 

Upland rice extension project (2001~2004, 2007) 

Cooperative medical services project: Medical and dental services at the 

Friendship Hospital in Koudougou (2001~2004) 

Rural micro-credit project (2001~2004) 

Biomass application research and demonstration extension project 

(2002~2003) 

Clothing industry vocational training project (2002~2003) 

Food Processing Technical Assistance Project (2002~2003) 

The Vincent Kabore medical treatment project (2003) 

Farmland development assessment and research project (2004)  

Aquaculture project (2004) 

ICT cooperation feasibility study (2005) 

Technical assistance project to reduce digital divide (2007) 

Taiwan overseas volunteers (2002~2007)  

Taiwan youth overseas service (2001~2013 ) 
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2008 

~ 

2010 

Medical assistance projects (2008) 

Technical assistance projects (2008) 

Overseas missions (2008~) 

Banking and financing project (2008, 2010) 

2011 Medical cooperation project (2011~2016) 

International Human Resources Development Projects (2011) 

Lending and Investment Projects (2011) 

2012 Technical cooperation: Consultancy Project for the Management of 

Hydraulic Systems and Rice Production 

Source: Based on林德昌,海峽兩岸援外政策之比較研究, Appendix 1, p472-473. Annual Report 

from Taiwan ICDF (1997-2012) 
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VI. Conclusion 

Research Findings 

The purpose of the paper is aim to find out how Taiwan’s foreign aid policy is operated 

and why the foreign aid policy has been an instrument of its foreign policy. The paper 

argues the internal domestic factors and the external international environment have 

shaped the foreign policy’s output and the formation of foreign aid policy. Focusing on 

the cases in Africa, the main findings are as follow.  

1. Taiwan’s decision to give aid was determined by its desire to consolidate existing 

diplomatic relations and also to facilitate substantive relations with aid 

recipients. 

Based on the contextual approach, there is a significant correlation between Taiwan’s 

foreign aid providing and it political motivation of establishing the diplomatic ties. 

According to the aid data, it indicates that Taiwan basically has distributed its aid 

resource limited to the countries which have diplomatic relations. The time span of aid 

giving and the diplomatic relations establishment were pretty short. Moreover, from the 

dollar diplomacy’s cases, we can further understand how aid providing was determined 

by the desire to maintain the diplomatic relations. In 1990s deployment of dollar 

diplomacy, in Africa, Taiwan had successfully regained the diplomatic ties with eight 

countries once recognized China and two new diplomatic ties. Different from previous 

aid content that was agricultural and technical assistance oriented, the aid in this period 

was mainly financial assistance and more generous in order to compete with China’s one. 
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Another important finding was the aid commitment or agreement all discontinued when 

the diplomatic relation severed. This also sufficiently indicates that the Taiwan’s foreign 

aid providing was diplomatic interest oriented. 

2. Taiwan’s decision to give aid was determined by its desire to win the support in 

the United Nations 

The cross-strait foreign policy competition was particularly fierce in on the “Chinese 

representation” issue in the United Nation during 1960s. According to the African 

countries’ voting records, they basically switched the supports by the aid giving from 

Taiwan or China. And those who eventually changed to vote for China all later received 

aid agreement as a reward. And the finding also shows the countries voted for Taiwan 

were those had diplomatic relations and consistently received the aid during the voting 

period. Therefore, Taiwan’s decision to give foreign aid to certain countries has related to 

its desire to win the supports for the representative seat in the United Nations in 1960s. 

Foreign aid was also utilized as an instrument in 1990s UN returning activity. While the 

sphere of Taiwan’s aid influence was much limited because the realpolitik of China’s 

diplomatic and political power in the international world is much stronger. Still, since the 

supporters of Taiwan’s bid to rejoin the United Nations were also the aid recipients, it 

shows Taiwan’s intention to use the foreign aid to achieve its foreign policy goal.  

3. The differences of the aid behaviors of Taiwan and China indicate Taiwan’s 

predicament of seeking national identity 
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There is a trend shows Taiwan’s involvement to Africa has been decreasing while 

China has continually deepened its relation with Africa. Though both countries all 

initiated foreign aid from political concerns, with the international environment changed, 

China has grown as a super power and has more ambition being the leader in Africa as 

well as the global community. China not anymore need to pursue its political legitimacy 

but focuses on enhance its international status. On the contrary, Taiwan still faces the 

predicament of seeking its national identity. Because Taiwan’s foreign aid to Africa has 

been highly political and diplomatic recognition oriented, when the diplomatic relation 

severed, the aid programs also discontinued. The phenomenon indicates Taiwan’s foreign 

aid policy to Africa has been lake of long-term developmental concerns. The features of 

two countries’ foreign aid programs are pretty distinctive. China’s foreign aid projects are 

much larger than Taiwan’s one and more diverse. Most of China’s aid projects are 

described as “complete set projects”, that is, self-sustaining projects.
74

China’s African 

policy concept is to seek for the mutual economic cooperation and shared development. 

Most of China’s aid agreements contain an article in which the PRC agrees to provide a 

whole plant or a complete set of equipment and technical assistance.
75

 In the contrast, the 

scale of Taiwan’s foreign aid operation is limited to technical cooperation, lending and 

investment, and international human resources development. For countries still need 

                                           

74TC Lin, "Beijing's Foreign Aid Policy in the 1990s: Continuity and Change," ISSUES AND STUDIES-

ENGLISH EDITION- 32(1996). 

75Ibid. 
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massive economic development like African ones, Taiwan’s aid programs are less helpful 

than China’s one.  

4. More Ideal Pattern of Foreign Aid: Long-Term Development Cooperation  

Despite as a well-developed economic entity, Taiwan has faced diplomatic challenges 

in the global community. International reality has forced Taiwan to seek its recognition 

from the rest of the world. With this strong political motivation, foreign aid is exactly the 

instrument could be operated. However, the issues of the cost and budget on foreign aid 

programs, the distribution of aid, the productivity of aid need to be concerned. The 

research result indicates when operating foreign aid, Taiwan has focused too much on the 

short-term diplomatic interests rather than a long-term plan with consideration to the 

development of aid recipients.  

There should be balance between foreign and diplomatic interests. Considering the 

productivity and national image, Taiwan should develop more aid projects which 

emphasize the long-term cooperation and meet the donor’s need. The nature of foreign 

aid should be modified from state-level to social-level, highlighting the core value of 

human development and cooperation. Rather than the central government which usually 

monopolizes its foreign aid program, the role of non-governmental organizations, with its 

adeptness at grass-root and with the formation of international advocacy networks, has 

greatly enhanced their importance in undertaking international relief and development 

projects toward the recipient societies. Therefore, how to coordinate or integrate the 
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NGOs into a coalition for both diplomatic and humanitarian purposes becomes a crucial 

task for Taiwanese government.  
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국문초록 

중화민국의 대아프리카 원조정책: 

외교정책의 효과적인 도구인가? 

 

1949 년 중국국민당은 중화민국정부를 중국본토에서 대만으로 이전하였다. 

이후 중화인민공화국은 자신들이 주장하는 하나의 중국원칙을 바탕으로 

국제사회에서 대만에 대한 일체의 영유권을 주장하고 있다. 이에 반해 대만은 

정치적 존재감과 국가적 정체성을 확고히 하는 노력을 기반으로 지금까지 

독립주권 국가상태를 유지하고 있다. 대만은 국제무대에서 주권국가로서 

위상을 높이기 위해 일차적으로 공식적인 국가간의 관계수립에 중점을 두었다. 

대외원조는 대만외교정책의 중요한 수단으로 사용되기도 하였다. 제 2 차 

세계대전 이후 아프리카의 신생독립국가들은 1949 년부터 1971 년까지 중국의 

UN 가입을 둘러싼 논란이 있었던 시기에 매우 중요한 역할을 하였다. 

아프리카는 대만의 국가적 정통성을 인정하고 외교적 고립을 탈피할 수 있는 

운용(전략)지역이었다. 이에 따라 대만은 대 아프리카 정책을 실시하였는데, 

1961 년 진행된  “선봉안”은 아프리카 국가들의 농업발전을 목표로 한 첫 

원조 프로그램이었다. 

 “선봉안”은 아프리카 국가들의 지지를 얻는데 긍정적인 효과를 가져다 

주었다. 그럼에도 불구하고, 대만이 1971 년에 UN 에서 축출되었고, 미국 역시 
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1979 년 에 중국과 공식적으로 수교를 맺음에 따라 대만은 외교적 고립을 

탈피하기 더욱 더 어려운 국면에 놓이게 된다. 

대만은 대외원조를 통해 우방국가와의 관계를 공고히 하는데 주력하였다. 

특히 1990 년대에 들어서자 개발도상국을 상대로 한 대외원조가 대대적으로 

이뤄졌는데 이를 두고 “달러외교”라는 비난이 쏟아졌다. 또한 대만과 정치적 

관계를 맺고 있는 국가들이 대부분 빈곤한 약소국이며 국제정치에 있어 

이들의 영향력이 미미하다는 점 역시 문제가 되었다. 더욱 심각한 것은 

대만은 해마다 동맹국을 잃어갔고 2014 년에 들어서는 단 22 개 국가만이 

대만과의 외교관계를 지속해 오고 있다. 이러한 점을 두고 대외원조를 제공한 

것이 대만의 외교정치에 있어 과연 긍정적인 효과를 가져다 주었는지에 대한 

논의는 계속되고 있다.  

이 논문은 대만이 제공하는 원조의 특징 및 외교적 이익관계에서 나타날 

수 있는 대외원조의 행태 검토에 중점을 두고 있다. 이 연구의 목적은 대만의 

대외원조정책이 대만 외교정책의 목표를 완수하는 수단으로 이용된 원인을 

찾는데 있으며, 더불어 저자는 이 과정에서 나타난 한계점을 살펴보고자 한다. 

저자는 또한 이 논문에서 대만의 대외원조가 대만외교정책의 목표를 이룩하는 

성공적인 수단으로 사용되었는지를 평가하고자 한다. 

 

주요어: 대외원조, 대만(중화민국)의 외교정책, 대만(중화민국)의 대외원조정책, 

덜러외교, 아프리카 
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